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This study is an attempt at presenting the abstract phonologioal system
which underlies the sounds produced when a Malayan variety of Engchun Hokkien
•j
is spoken . It is set within a generative framework, but no attempt is made
at a rigid formalization of phonological rules. The following theoretical
assumptions are taken as basici
Levels of Repx-esentation:
For theoretioal purposes, it is desirable to distinguish the following
2
phonological and phonetic levels , although we concentrate on the second of
these in this thesis:«
a* The physical-phonetic level: the range of sounds which may be uttered
by speakers (or even one speaker) of Engchun Hokkien is a continuum -
the acoustic features of the sound-waves so produced vary so continuously
that they can be satisfactorily handled only in terms of parameters which
also vary continuously. The study of these features is the task of the
phonetician and hence falls outside the scope of this thesis.
1 On the various definitions of Hokkien (also known as Fukienese or Southern
Min dialect, Amoy, Hagu and Hoklo) see Chiu (1931a) 245-24.6; Douglas
(1873) vii, 608-610; Lo (1930) 1j on the varieties of Hokkien spoken in
Malaya, see Bodman (1955) I. i.
2 See Chomsky (1964). For a detailed explanation and justification of
these levels, 3ee Fudge, (1967).
3.
b. The articulator'/- systematic phonetic level: Systematic phonetic
elements need to be specified in terms of both articulatory as well
as auditory features. These specifications must be made on two
separate levels - the articulatory systematic phonetic level, and
the auditory systematic phonetic level - because one cannot assume
a one-to-one correspondence between articulation and recognition.
On the articulatory systematic phonetic level, the systematic phonetic
elements will be specified by means of articulatory rules which convert
the strings of phonological elements into 'ideal articulations' and
which 'indicate the way the physical system of articulation is to
perform* (Postal, 1968: 273)•
c. The auditory systematic phonetic level: On this level, the systematic
phonetio elements will be specified by means of auditory and recognitional
rules. As the Jakobsonian distinctive features operate at this level,
they are adopted in the rules which state what set of properties of the
sound wave are significant in Engchun Hokkien and how the continuum is
to be divided up,
d. The systematic phonemic level: This level is the only level which can
handle the basic elements satisfactorily and hence is the chief concern
of this study. Grammatical, lexical and phonetic considerations are all
taken into account at this level,
Basic Phonological Elements:
It is clear that neither the auditory nor the articulatory features
themselves can be taken as the basic phonological elements because the basic
elements must be (a) completely abstract] (b) feature-sized (Fudge, 1967)*
In the systemic context, the actual articulation consequent upon the
selection of a given phonological element and the acoustic and auditory
effects of such articulations are of but secondary importance. It is the
element® themselves that assume primary importance.
In order to emphasize the fact that the phonological elements axe in
themselves completely abstract and non-phonic, they will be indicated by
the completely neutral labels such as A, 0, 1, 2, a, b, (i), (ii), instead
of by labels which are even slightly phonetic or quasi-phonetic.
As we -wish to differentiate strictly between systematic phonemic and
systematic phonetic levels, care must be taken to ensure that the systematic
phonemic elements and their systematic phonetic counterparts are not treated
in terms which are formally indistinguishable. The overriding concern is
to write phonological rules which highlight the underlying phonological
structure•
Organization:
The study is organized into two parts. In the first part, we deal
with the basic phonological units and set up realisation rules which
provide a phonetic representation narrow enough to include •extrinsic' or
'notional' allophones but not 'intrinsic* allophones (Ladefo^ed, 1967).
In the second part, the extrinsic allophones are related to the intrinsic
all-phones by means of mutation rules .
This particular presentation has the advantage that on the one hand,
the difficulty involved in presenting everything in completely abstract
1 Fudge (1966)
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terras for a considerable length is avoided, and, on the other hand, the
phonetic realization rules do not get unnecessarily complicated.
In the phonetic realizations, we concentrate on the articulatory
realizations rather than on the auditory ones, as the latter can be valid
only if a fair amount of experimental findings of fair complexity is
undertaken and such complexity is outside the scope of this thesis.
GEOGRAPHICAL
The Engchun or Yungchun %- district (hsien is situated in
the southern part of the Fukien province (see Map). The area is about
76 miles wide (East-West) and 30 miles long (North—South)•
The district is customarily divided into five villages which are
subdivided into seventeen li ® which in turn are sub-divided into twenty-
























There appears to be considerable phonetic and phonological differences
1 There is, unfortunately, no Standardized Romanization for these place
names. The transliterations marked on the map are those of the
Times Atlas. Alternative forms are cited where relevant.
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between the speech of one village and that of another within the Engchun
hsien. One striking difference ia that in villages away from the Engchun
city centre, there is often a glottal stop final in words which have only
a vowel final in Engchun city. For example, the word for Ho bite" is
/ka/ in Engehun city, but /ka1/ in villages away from the city, especially
in those villages near* Tek Khoe 411- ^ •
lexical differences between one village and another also seem fairly
evident* The sounds used in imitating the cry of certain small animals
tend to vary from one village to another. Thus the cry of the little
A t 1 1
creature known in Engohun as am boe ( ) is li Id in the city, but
tau^ tad"3 far away from the city. hence the local saying in Engchun city
that the am boe in up-country cries tau*3 imP • Onomatopoeic expressions
are not the only ones which differ from one village to another. Other
D 5 11
examples ares the cicada is called £u po sai in the city, but
5 4 2
sian far away from the city; the stomach is called pak to in one village
4 2 2 4
and sit to in another; to lose something is lau in one village arid lak
_ 2
in another; the question word used for asking for names of things is sia
3 ~2 5
liau in one village and sia © in another.
Such differences are undoubtedly very interesting, but they are outside
the scope of this study, and are cited here only as a representation of the
complexities involved in defining and studying the Engchun dialect.
Informant:
I have used my father as the chief informant of the Engchun variety of
Hokkien, He lived in the Engchun haien in China for nearly thirty-five
years before he emigrated to Malaya, where he had lived for nearly thirty-four
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years at the commencement of this study. His speech is fairly typical of
a large section of the Chinese community of Johore State in South Malaya
who speak this variety of Hokkien. Obviously, the Engchun Hokkien spoken
by one who has lived so long in Malaya cannot be expected to conform to the
Engchun Hokkien spoken by someone living in China. But some attempt has
been made to disengage those elements which are considered definitely non~
Engchun by the informant. (See the Appendix for the full list of loan words.)
y.
AN EVALUATION OF CURRENT RESEARCH ON THE FHONOLO&Y OF CHINESE
During the past fifty years, there ha3 been a considerable amount of
research on the phonology of the Chinese language. The present survey seeks
to evaluate the important works in this field from three different points of
view. It seeks to evaluate firstly, the theoretical foundations upon which
the research was basedj secondly, the studies on the Chinese dialects, and,
finally, the works which deal specifically with the Hokkien dialect.
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
The 'Historical' Approach
The earliest works on the phonology of Chinese were concerned chiefly
with the reconstruction of Ancient Chinese. As early as 600 A.D., the
Chinese phoneticians and lexicographers had arranged and put together certain
rime systems by means of characters. Later, Karlgren in Etudes sur la
phonologie Chinoise replaced these characters by alphabets in order to re¬
construct the Ancient Chinese forms. These reconstructions are somewhat
similar to the Indo-European reconstructions made in the 19th century. In
the realm of historical linguistics, the reconstructions are invaluable, and
have been accepted by many Chinese scholars. His Phonologie is a detailed
comprehensive study of the Ancient Chinese pronunciation of about 600 A.D.,
for he has treated all types of consonants and vowels then known to him,
although the aetual melodic values of the tones he did not investigate in any
detail. In the realm of descriptive linguistics, however, Karlgren's work
is of limited value, in that his investigations depend too closely on the
character or the written form of the language. Grasnmata Serica is a
history of the development of the Chinese script and phonology. Although the
study of the development of writing is a science in itself, it does not
follow that it must, in any way, be linked with the study of the spoken
language. In all Chinese dialects, certain ideograms have two readings:
a colloquial and a literary one. In some dialects, for example, Mandarin,
the difference between the two readings is quit® insignificant; in others,
however, for example, Hokkien, the difference is very usarked. Besides,
there are literary characters which have no colloquial reading, and there
are colloquial words which do not have a character equivalent. It is
therefore dangerous to assume that the spoken language can be adequately
studied by making reference to a number of characters. It is probably
best to start by assuming that the written language and the spoken laxigu&ge
are entirely different languages, and to link them together only if and when
there is evidence for so doing.
The 'Phonetic1 Approach
Although the interest in historical phonology has never been lost even
in the more recent phonological works, there have been some attempts at a
purely descriptive type of phonology. The most traditional (by traditional
we refer to the tradition present among Chinese philologists and linguists)
of such approaches is what we term a 'phonetic' approach. One may take
Y. R. Chao's Mandarin Primer and Cantonese Primer as being fairly
characteristic of this type of approach.
'A syllable in Chinese is made up of three constituents: the
initial, the final and the tone, e.g. in Mandarin liang 'cool*
1- is the initial, -iang the final and a high-rising pitch
pattern over the whole syllable is the tone'. (p. 19)
Chao gives a list of the initials, classified according to place and manner
of articulation, and a list of the finals, with full phonetic details about
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the way the sounds are produced. Chao also considers the tones of Mandarin
in fairly traditional terms; high-level, high-rising, lov#-dipping and high-
falling and gives examples of each of these. Tone-sandhi - 'the change in
the actual value of tones when syllables are spoken in succession1, (p. 25)
is also given and some useful rules are laid down. Stress is also taken
account of.
-!h«ra a group has three or four syllables, the last has the loudest
stress, the first the next and the inside syllable or syllables
have the least stress, as jhua tlsheng 'tarng 'peanut candy'" (p. 26)
This phonetically-based analysis is clearly an advance on earlier works whose
chief concern was with reconstruction. Here we see an attempt at analysing
a language as it is really spoken. Such an attempt is adequate in providing
a way to learn Chinese 'the hard and fast way' (preface, V). It is,
however, not quite satisfactory as a phonological statement, that is, as a
statement of the underlying system of the language.
Besides Chao's 'phonetic' studies, Kratoehvil's studies on the phonetic
features and the phonology of stress in the Peking dialect (1962, 1964, 1967)
should be mentioned as a special and valuable contribution to Chinese
phonology, for he has drawn his conclusions from extensive acoustic measure¬
ments. His recent book on the Chinese language today (196&) contains much
valuable information on certain neglected aspects of phonology, such as the
shape the pitch contour takes as a result of the influence of intonation on
tone.
The 'Taxonomic Phonemic* approach
The phoneme theory which was hailed with great enthusiasm in America in
the 1930's was applied to the study of the Chinese language when Hartman
(1944) and Hockett (1947) 'phonemieized' the Mandarin system. These
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phonemic!sationa were received with great interest in the American
linguistic circle, but seem to have had little influence in a debate during
1957 end 1958 among a group of people centered at Peking (Chang, C„: 1957,
Cheng, 1957; HsU, 1957; Chou, 1958; Fu, 1957).
It is true that the impact of the phoneme concept has been felt in
linguistic studies in China for some time now. The term 'yin-wei' (or
phoneme) has occurred more and more frequently in the literature. It is
only in recent years, however, that any serious attempt has been made at a
phonemic interpretation of the sound system of a dialect.
The debate mentioned above concerned the proper criteria for phonemic
grouping, A few were in favour of complementary distribution, but the
general opinion was that the 'social function* of the language, ife, the
phonological intuition of the common speakers of the language was of prime
importance.
The importance of these works lies in the fact that the conclusions
reached through the debates were finally talien into account in the new
romanization system.
The 'Polysystemic' Approach
An entirely different approach has developed among some linguists
working on the Chinese language in Great Britain, The Firthian or poly-
systemic approach to phonology was initiated by J, R. Firth and applied with
varying degrees of success to several Chinese dialects by Firth and Rodgers
(1935-37)# Halliday (1959) and Scott (1947# 1956). In this approach, the
basic units are phonematic units. Most Chinese dialects, certainly
Pekingese, are characterized by the extreme limitation of the syllable
structure. Hence, the usefulness of such an approach. The syllable is
essentially a phonological unit, not a phonetic one.
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Three points or positions are recognized in such syllables! C V
(Final). To C corresponds the combination of articulatory features
represented in linear phonetic transcription as (initial) consonant and
semi-vowelj to V and F those represented as vowel and (final) nasal
consonant or semi-vowel respectively. Each position is further characterized
by certain prosodies, e.g. in Mandarin by the y- feature (tongue forward and
raised) and the a- feature (with neither of these characteristics).
The advantage of such a polysystemic approach is that it makes explicit
the important feature present in every language that the types of sounds
occurring in different places in a system differ according to their place
in the system, i.e. what ocours in place C does not occur in place V, what
occurs in place V does not occur in place F and so on.
The usefulness of such an approach, however, has yet to be proved in
the sense that, apart from Halliday's work, the only works on Chinese
phonology which make use of such an approach are very sketchy, dealing only
with the syllable spoken in isolation, with no consideration of what happens
in connected speech.
The 'Distinctive Features' Approach;
Although it is quite usual in current literature to associate
distinctive features* with *generative phonology', we shall evaluate these
two approaches separately, for, on the one hand, there has been an attempt
at a distinctive feature analysis of Mandarin which does not seek to be
generative (Wong 1953, 1954) and, on the other hand, there has been an attempt
at a generative approach which hardly utilizes any distinctive features
(Cheng 1966).
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Wong's article is important, in so far as it represents the first
attempt to use 'distinctive features' for Chinese# It is also satisfactory
in so far as the features set up account for distinctions at the auditory
systematic phonetic level# The features ares
Interrupted - Continuant s p ph-f; to th eh » s; kc kh ch - s
• • •
Strident - Mellow : e • t; ch - th; c - k ch - kh
* •
Tense - Lax : ph - p th - t ch - c kh - k ch - c h - /
Nasal • Non-nasal : p ph f - m, t th 1
c ch s
n; kkhcchs-/]
The analysis of tone in distinctive features and generative phonology
(Wang (1967) is important in that it is extensive enough to cover most, if
not all, Chinese dialects, but suffers somewhat from a confusion between
the systematic phonemic and the auditory systematic phonetic levels.
The 'Generative' Approach;
Cheng's work mentioned above is important in that it attempts to link
the phonological structure of Mandarin with the syntactic component of the
grammar of Mandarin# The finer details, however, have yet to be worked
out, so that any evaluation at this stage is necessarily of a tentative nature.
DIALECT STUDIES
Dialect study is a relatively new undertaking in the realm of Chinese
phonology. The Natural Research Institute of History and Philology,
Academia Sinica was founded in 1928 and ever since then, it has, under the
leadership of Y. R. Chao, carried on a project to investigate the dialects
of the whole country. There has also been a very extensive survey of
dialects in mainland China in recent years (Chao, et al., 1948). The
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usefulness of these dialect studies is best evaluated under the following
headings:
'Comparative' Studies:
As Tung (1961) points out, dialect studies prior to the period 1950 »
1960 have the following features in common:
1. The main part of the material is a list of words, from about 600 to
over 3*000, selected from a viewpoint of comparative phonology from
the old 'riming dictionary' Ch'ieh Tun on which our knowledge of
Ancient Chinese is based.
2. In addition to a descriptive analysis of the sound system, there are
comparisons with both the Mandarin and the Ancient systems.
3. Except in the intensive treatments of a dialect in a few cases, only
a small number of words or phrases from the 'basic vocabulary' are
recorded for each dialect.
4. Texts are very few.
The overriding concern with the pronunciation of the Chinese syllabary
in the different dialects is evident in a considerable number of works (such
as those of Tipson (1951). Jen (1952), Whitaker (1953) and S» L. Wong (194-1).
The limitations of such an approach have already been discussed above.
In recent years, dialect studies in mainland China have inevitably been
undertaken with a view towards helping the dialect speaker to speak the
'common language* properly. Hence, the impressive collection of articles on
the Chinese dialects as compared with the common language; 'Fang yen yu
p *u-t' ung-hua chi K* an, 1958); hence also the language-teaching manuals
produced for various dialect speakers (Kao & Liu, 1958).
These comparative dialect studies no doubt play an important role in
facilitating the learning of the 'common language' and in the study of
comparative philology. But so often they are so concerned with comparisons
with Ancient Chinese and the common language that lucid descriptive
statements of the language have no place in the dialect studies. The
lack of texts in such investigations is, in particular, a serious dls-
advantage with such studies.
'Descriptive' Studies:
Although the above method is still found in the most recent works,
there seems to have developed a new trend of dialect studies in China,
The works of Chao on the T'aishan dialect (Chao: 1951) of Tung on
Hakka (1948) and Hokkien (1957s 1959) and of Egerod on the Lungtu dialect
(1956) use a method completely different from those of 'the comparative'
studies cited above. In these investigations, there is no pre-arranged
ward list or syllabary to be read aloud. Material was collected in the
way usual with an unwritten language: the informant was asked to talk
about anything. Emphasis was laid on 'discourses' and investigations were
based on the transcriptions made.
In these descriptive studies, we have, for the first time, attempts
to know the dialect as it was spoken, regax-dless of the writing system and
its relationship with the Ancient language and other related dialects.
The value of such studies cannot be overestimated. They result in
sound linguistic analyses, and are an important contribution to Chinese
Dialectology. As Tung puts it,
'Students of Chinese linguistics have always believed that a sounder
and more fruitful comparative study of modern dialects will develop
when we are able to lay its foundation on separately treated
descriptive data'. (Tung, 1961, p. 219)
An important work along this line is Tung's bzu-ko Min-nan Fang-yen (or
Four Southern Mln Dialects).
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Dialect Surveys;
In recent years, the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica
in Formosa has stained to publish the results of extensive surveys of large
dialect areas carried out in previous years.
Mainland China, prompted by its project of reforming the writing system
and the promotion of the p'u t'ung hua or common language, started in the
1950®s an immediate 'general survey® of all local dialects.
The value of these surveys lies in the practical information it gives
and in broadening knowledge of the dialects in general. The serious dis¬
advantage of these surveys is that too gigantic a task has been attempted
by too few trained men. In order to hurry up the surveys, amateurs -
college students and local school teachers - were recruited after a very
short period of training. So it is that one has to read these surveys very




The study of Hokkien, known variously as a Min dialect or Dialect (in
the broad sense) or Hagu, was first undertaken by foreign missionaries.
B.ev. Dr. Medhurst in A Dictionary of the Hokkien Dialect, for the first time,
collected the native sounds of Chang Chou ( jj-\ ). He based his work not
on actual living speech, but on the common native phonological book of
Chang Chou known as 'Sip-ngo-im' or ( ~f" jE. "g ) *Shih-wu-yin®. The result
was that his material contains the literary pronunciation of Chinese
characters rather than actual speech. He did put in some of the colloquial
pronunciation of Chang Chou and Chang P'u, but they ai1©, as Douglas remarks,
far from being exact. In spite of Medhurst's contempt for contemporary work
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and a rather poor classification of initials and finals, he has some useful
remarks to make about the systematic correspondences between the reading and
the colloquial forms of speech (vii, lxi).
Several years later, Rev. Carstairs Douglas published a dictionary
entitled Chinese-English Dictionary of the Vernacular or Spoken Language of
Amoy. Although Douglas' dictionary was based on several manuscripts by
other people (he made use of J, Lloyd's Vocabulary of the Vernacular of Amoy,
Doty and Macgowan's Manuals of the Vernacular of Amoy, Alexander Stronach's
Dictionary of the Vernacular of Amoy, and various phonological works such
as Shih V.u Yin), it is a very significant contribution, because it was the
first dictionary to be based on actual living speech. As a dictionary, it
is quite comprehensive even today, Douglas obviously knew the language very
well, having been at Amoy for nearly twenty years when he wrote the Dictionary.
The importance of Douglas' dictionary also lies in the remarks in the
Preface, Introduction and Appendices. Douglas takes great pains to describe
the tones of Amoy, giving detailed phonetic descriptions of each of the
tones (xiii - xiv). As his analysis and system of marking the tones has
been accepted as 'the* system of romanization for the transliteration of
Amoy (if roraanization is used at all), it is useful to have a summary of it
below:
19.
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h is used to mark a syllable ending in a stop. ,
Douglas also discusses what happens to the tones in combination
(xiv - xv). The following is a summary:
♦When a word stands first in a group of two, of which the second
has the strong accent, then the first word experiences a very
marked change in its tonal inflection'. (xiv)
(in some places) J (in others, e.g.
Tang-oa )
1st Upper 1st 1 1
2nd lower 1st A — 1
3rd second S —* 1
5th upper third \l
6th lower third >1 si
7th upper fourth Nl in#— 1








What Douglas terms ♦accent' is probably what would be termed 'stress*
in modern phonetic terminology. He is of the opinion that:
'As all the words in the language are monosyllables, they are usually
grouped together in groups of regular form and regular accentuation.
These groups of two, three or four ?/ords (and sometimes of more) are
often so absolutely fixed in the usage of the language as to become
very similar to the polysyllabic words of other languages; and
within such groups the laws of accent in relation to several words
are quite as strict as the accentual laws for the several syllables
of the words in polysyllabic languages# The general rule is that
the primary accent falls on the last word of a group of two, three
or more words'. (xv)
He has similar rules for groups of three and four words (xv - xvi). He
has also a useful section on enclitics (611) and the variations among the
sub-dialects of Chang-Chew and Chin-Chew and Tung-An (608 - 611). Ho doubt
the variations are not as 3imple as he seems to suggest. Thus the Engchun
variety is said to have 'in most parts nearly the same form of dialect as
Chin-chew' (610). Yet there are significant differences from Chin-Chew
and significant similarities with Chang-Chew and Tung-an and even Amoy#
Douglas's dictionary became even more useful after Barclay published a
supplement to it in 1923« While Douglas's dictionary consists only of
English explanations of Amoy words, another, that by Campbell (1913) consists
only of Chinese explanations of Amoy words, and hence the two could be used
together very profitably.
Another significant work in the investigation of Hokkien is Lo Ch'ang
Pei's monograph Hsia Men Yin Hsi. Lo's monograph is strongly biased towards
historical phonology, but, as his is one of the very few works on Hokkien,
it is necessary to evaluate it too. His aim in writing the monograph is
expressed in his own words, thus:
•it seems ... still worth while now to take up the work of comparing
this dialect with the sound system of the Ch'ieh Yun ( ) with
a view to get some clue to the sounds of Archaic Chinese from their
relation to each other'. (p. ix).
The first part of his monograph is a phonetic study of the Dialect of
Amoy (by which he means the speech of Amoy and Kulangsu, based on the speech
of a Mr. Lin, #10 was born in Amoy, ana had lived there for more than twenty
years when he was used as an informant. Lo concludes that there are twenty
initials, fifty-seven finals and seven tones. He describes the sound values
of the tones in phonetic terms and deals with such features as assimilation,
absorption of consonants, enclitics and changes of tones in combination.
The second part of' his monograph is meant to be a phonological study of
the Amoy Dialect, but what Lo has done is simply to use a simplified system
of notation, by which he dispenses with all diacritical marks and indicates
tones by the letters of the Soman alphabet, i.e. he uses tonal spelling. As
other Hokkien scholars have devised different systems of tonal spelling, Lo
has a table comparing these divergent systems (36 » 39) • This is indeed
useful for purposes of comparison.
The other parts of the monograph consist of a comparative study of the
Dialect of Amoy with historical phonology and tables comparing the sounds of
Amoy with the Shih Wu Yin and the Kuang Y'dn.
In the realm of historical linguistics, Chiu Bienming has also made
some contribution. He has made comparisons between Hagu and the Ts'ie-yun
and in the light of these comparisons attempted reconstructions of the ancient
initials somewhat different from Karlgren's. Chiu's other interests include
etymology - the business of which is
' A 1
'to sort out the tho from the pe* and bun words , and to identify the
Chinese elements with their correct Chinese characters' (1931 a 233)
and also an interest in tonal spelling. Perhaps what is most relevant for
descriptive linguistics today, however, is his experimental phonetic study of
tone behaviour in Hagu (1931 b).
Lastly, a survey of the works on Hokkien would not be complete without
mentioning the contribution made by Bodman, whose book Spoken Amoy Hokkien,
being the oxily significant work on the Hokkien spoken in Malaya, has provided
1 tho or tho-cie i It are the aboriginal words; pe' or pe'oe (=7 ti
are everyday words and bun or bun-gien % are literary words.
a useful source with which to check, especially on questions of Malayan
usage and idiom* Although the book takes the form of a language-teaching
loanual rather than that of a conscious linguistic description, it contains
much valuable information on the structure of Hokkien spoken in lalaya,
Further details of the use made of Bodman's work in our study will become
eviaexit in later sections of the thesis.
The survey made above does not claim to be a thorough one of all the
works in Chinese phonology. But it has dealt with the most significant
ones and shown how little has been done on Chinese phonology in general,







Status of the Syllable:
The syllable as described below is a phonological unit, not a phonetic
one.
Perhaps a note on the status of the syllable is relevant here. As our
concern is to present the abstract system which underlies the sounds
produced when Engchun Hokkien is spoken, we shall set up the syllable
primarily on the basis of what occurs in the stream of speech and take
into account etymological considerations only where these help to simplify
or highlight the description of the underlying structure. Thus we take into
account both what etymologists call the 'reading or literary' pronunciation
as well as the 'colloquial or popular' pronunciation. The correspondences,
regular, semi-regular or irregular which occur between these two types of
pronunciation form an interesting field of study and have been the concern
1
of many Chinese scholars .
The strecture of any syllable in Engchun Hokkien may be represented
by the formula: Initial + Final and a specification of tone.
1 See, for example, Chiu (1931 &) 232 - 4| Bodman (1955) 345 - 347J
Medhurst (1832) vii, lxi.
TABLE I





2 ph th tah kh
3 b/m l/d/n <iz/j 9/0
U- s h
Articulatory Bules:
I —* Bilabial place of articulation
j Dental place of ax*ticul&tion (when combined with A;
' \ Alveole-palatal p.a. (when combined with Bj
III —Velar place of articulation
1 —^ Plosive; unaspirated release
2 —^ Plosive; aspirated release
3 —> Closure; voiced





systematic table of finals
s V F
p- H 7*""?
y - m T C
w - L K ~
Table II above shows that the system of finals is made up of three
separate sub-systems., namely S(emi-vowel), V( owel), and F(inal Consonant cr
Close Vowel) . As there are systematic restrictions of co-occurrence between
elements belonging to these three sub-systems (see Table IV), we find it
economical to treat them under one main system, that of finals in the
traditional sense of the word.
Artlculatory Correlates of the ^emi-vowel System
To w- corresponds the articulatory correlate of lip-rounding and
velarization; to y- corresponds the articulatory correlate of palatalization,
Articulatory rules could be set up as follows:
w --•> lip rounding; back of tongue highest
y —front of tongue highest
1 For a similar treatment of F in terms of vowel-final, (oun)nasal-final
(our ~ ) and consonant-final (our c), see Lo (1930): 10,
tl:
It is perhaps helpful to note that this system of semi-vowels
corresponds to what is known in traditional Chinese philology as laedials.
Thus syllables with a w- in their semi-vowel system are described as
syllables with medial u, those with a y- in their semi-vowel system as
syllables with medial i, and those with neither y- nor w- as syllables
without medials. As in traditional Chinese philology, we find it more
accurate to treat the medials as a part of the final, rather than as a
part of the initial or of the whole syllable.
1
Articulatory Correlates of the Vowel System
Tongue hi$i
Tongue half-low (as in a, e, o)
Tongue low (as in o )
Tongue low
In open syllables, there is the possibilits' of neutralization of H/M
(see Table IV A and Defence of a 3-vowel system).
In addition to these specific articulatory features, there is the
general articulatory feature of a raised velum which holds good for High,
Mid and Low. For various reasons which will become obvious in later
pages, we find it simpler to treat the articulatoxy contrast between a
raised and a lowered velum under the sub-system of final consonants than
under the vowel system.
t Our treatment of the vowels in terms of a three-term vowel system





Articulator;/- Correlates of the filial Consonant System
The brackets in this systeia enclose simultaneously present features.











SYSTEMATIC TABLE OF TONES




Lower 5 7 8
29.
The basic phonological units of tone are best studied against the back¬
ground of traditional Chinese philological practice, namely, an eight-tone
system divided into an upper and a lower series whose nomenclature is as
above , whether these tone-named indicated actual tone values (i.e. pitch
values over a syllable) several centuries ago or whether they are just
labels (Martin 1953) is beside the point. What is important, however, is
that as basic phonological elements, tone 1 is simply tone 1, tone 2 is
simply tone 2, and so on, and have absolutely no properties which are even
remotely phonic. Actual phonic properties come in only at the systematic
phonetic levels.
At the auditory systematic phonetic level, tone phenomena might be
2 ,
dealt with in terms of features such as rise, fall, high, low (W«S,Y. Wangs
1967t 97). At the articulatory phonetic level, they might be dealt with in
terms of features such as vocal cords tense, vibrating at frequency which is
high/low, remaining constant/increasing/decreasing throughout the syllable.
For our present purpose, we choose to correlate the basic tones with
Y. R, Chao's pitch-graphs (measured on a scale from 1, the lowest pitch, to
1 The advantages of relating the tones in Engchun Hokkien to this 8-tone
system are (i) that it facilitates comparison with other Chinese dialects
also set against this system, (See, for example, for Cantonese, Chao
(1947) 24-25; for Mandarin, Chao (1948) 25; for Ajaoy, Chiu (1931 a) 267,
L0 (1930): 19-22; (ii) that it takes into account the central motif of
Chinese phonology, i.e. the rhyming principle which is based on tone-classes
rather than on actual pitch value of the tones, so that, for instance, the
♦upper even* and the 'lower even1 rhyme with each other but 'even9 may not
rhyme with 'rising9, 'rising' may not rhyme with 'entering' and so on. On
the reconstruction of 'tone-classes' from pitch-values and rhyming
principle of a Sui dialect, see Li, F, K. (1948; 1949).
2 Other features suggested by Chiu (1931 a: 269 - 270) ere: (i) length or
quantity: long-short; (ii) direction and form of glide: big-glide-small
glide-zero-glide, In our treatment of tone, length is handled as a
oorrelate of tone-type: 'long' tones with non-entering tones, 'short'
tones with entering tones. 'Glide' is a redundant feature and hence not
dealt with in our treatment.
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5, the highest pitch) rather than with features like those mentioned above,
because Chao's pitch-graphs have the advantage of being more illuminating
(better amemonically) and being much easier to cite, besides the fact that
most of the studies on the tones of Chinese dialects have used Chao's
graphs^.
The correlates of the tones are as follows;
/Tone 1/ —4 1 44:
/Tone 2/ N 51:
/Tone 3/ —* J 11:
/Tone k/ -I 32 s
/Tone 5/ —4 H 24s
/Tone 7/ i 11:
/Tone 8/ ~-v> A 24s in env. /p t k/
1 55: in env. / 2 /
These contrasts hold good only at the syllable level. At the phrase
level, there are other extrinsic allophones (see section on The Tonal Unit),
It should also be noted that identical correlates at the syllable level (tone
3 and tone 7) are best treated as realizations of different abstract elements,
as further complications at phrase level render the treatment as
realisations of the same abstract element impossible.
1 For pitch-graph representations of Amoy Hokkien, see Bodman (1955s I. 3)J
Tung (1959: 740-1); Lo (1930s 22). The chief differences between the
tones of Engchun and Arnoy Hokkien are: (i) in Engchun, tones 3 and 7 are
identical (both 11:) in citation form but in Amoy, Tone 3 is realized as
low (11:) and tone 7 as mid (33s). (ii) in Engchun, Tone 8 is realized
as low rise (24-0 or high (55s) depending on whether the final consonant
is a stop or a glottal stop respectively; in Amoy, no such distinction
seems to be necessary.
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Extrinsic Aliophones at Syllable Level;
The Status oi Zero;
The possibilities of manner and place of articulation for C(onsonan^s
S(emi-vowel), V(owel) and F(inal Consonant) include a zero in all the systems
except in that of V. One might possibly regard [hi], the mid back unrounded
vowel as the realization of a zero in the vowel system, but this 3ero at the
phonological level is not to be confused with that of zero at the phonetic
level which is characterized by silence.
Initials:
l/d: This sound is produced by a rapid flap of the tongue tip.
It is extremely difficult, from the perceptual point of
view, to determine whether it is more accurately represented
ky [d] or [l]» We choose [l] rather than [dj largely
because the more l~like pronunciation has a wider
•j
distribution than [d], where the distribution is stateable .
j/dz: The distribution of these two extrinsic aliophones is much
clearer than that of [l] and [d]. It say be stated as
follows:
1 The whole question of a d/l variation is an extremely complex one.
Hodman's suggestion that the particular variety of the 1 sound may differ
according to the speaker s ems a reasonable one (1955; I# 121). My
father, for instance, \ised a more 1-like pronunciation in all closed
syllables and a more d-like pronunciation only in some open syllables,
the conditions of which are difficult to state. He went so far as to
insist that in Engchun Hokkien, one never uses a [d]. Another informant
I had, however, had much freer variation between [d] and [l].
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/II B 3/ —> [J] / front vowel
[dz]
LJi=05l A [ jis/] Mb Uin5] A- [jit8] 0
iJl.1 ] & Uiu5 ] 1 [jiau^j jK [jiau7]
[ iix? J &■ [Jim5 ] * Uiam5] %
[am5] *> [ ] [dzue7]
j/l: These two initials were kept separate by my informant, very
1
consistently. There were minimal pairs like:
E«3Ap^l *to enter* [ji7] — 'the second'
s: 'to establish' [li7] Hi "far away'
V?r..fi6
2
These pairs of extrinsic allophones may be accounted for by the
following specification for all initials in Engohun Hokkien:
1 For other examples of minimal pairs, see Appendix 1.
Bodman's comment in connection with the distribution of [lj and [j] is
again very helpful. He suggests (1955* I* 121) that they are normally
kept separate in most of the regional pronunciations of the language of
Southern Fukien but speakers from the city of Aaey generally do not
distinguish them. Our impression is that the distribution may have
something to do with age; we noticed a tendency for speakers of the
present generation to use a [l] where speakers of an older generation
would use [j]. Douglas (1873* 610) notes that 'The dialect of Chin-chew
city and of Chin Kiang j is often pronounced very thick so as to change
to 1 or very nearly so*. Lo's informant (1930: 8) who lived in Amoy for
more than twenty years makes no distinction between [j] and [l].
2. For similar treatments of these pairs as allophones rather than as
separate phonemes, see Bodman (1955) I. 183-4? Lo (1930) 17-18. An
attempt has been made by Peng (1966) 411-418 to phoneticize m, n and 9
in a different way but this attempt suffers somewhat from its monosystemic
app roach which treats m, n, and 9 together with initial m, n and 9, and
from the fact that it is based on a dialect different from Bodman's




Voiced affricate (when combined with II B)
Voiced nasal (when followed by nasalized vowel)
Voiced lateral (when combined with II A and not
followed by nasalized vowel)
Voiced stop elsewhere
How the oral vowel-nasal vowel contrast operates in certain syllable
types and not in certain others will be illustrated later. Some examples













Relation between Initials and Tone:
The original sub-division of four tone-classes into eight tone-classes
according to whether the initials ?;ere 'voiced' or 'voiceless' is reflected
to a certain extent in Hokkien. While we do not have sufficient grounds
for classifying initials into two rigid series: upper-tone initials and
lower-tone initials (as Chao has done for Cantonese, See Chao (1947s 20),
vie nevertheless note that there is a fairly strong tendency for the voiced
initials to co-occur with the lower series of tones (i.e. tones 7 and
8 in our study) and the voiceless aspirated initials to co-occur with the
upper series of tones (i.e. tones 1, 2. 3, 4 in our 3tudy), On the basis
of this tendenoy, one could classify tone 2 syllables with voiced initials
as tone 6, although this classification is complicated by the fact that
tone 6 has split into various tone-classes such as tone 7 (see Chiu (1930 a:
296-8).
llelation between Finals and Tone:
In Ancient Chinese, the entering tone (ruh sheng) contained all the
words ending in a final stop consonant, more specifically, in ~p, -t, -k»
As Downer (1963: 134) has rightly pointed out 'these words could be treated
either as the fourth tone in the table of words with the same vowel, and
hooorganic nasal final (e.g. -ur) , ~u9 , -utj , ~uk) or in tables of rhymes
ending in a comparable open vowel (e.g. -u, -u, -u, -uk)'. So long as the
syllable did not have a glottal stop, this treatment of the entering tone
■was fine. In our study, however, we have tc consider syllables with glottal
stops as well. Ftymologically, these syllables belong to the colloquial
pronunciation only and not to the reading pronunciation. As our concern is
with the stream of speech, rather than with etymology, we give such syllables
equal status with the reading pronunciations. be regard the glottal stop
as a correlate of tone, like -p, -t, «k and extend the use of the term
'entering tone' to syllables ending in a glottal stop as well. Thus for
syllables with a consonantal final, the entering tone correlates with the
corresponding homorganic stop while for syllables with a non-consonantal
entering
final, the tone correlates with a glottal stop (see Table IV below),
delation between Finals and Initial:
Initial bilabials and final ~m or -p do not co-occur.
TABLE IV A




























































FINALS WITH NASALIZED VOWELS




















FINALS WITH NASALIZED VOXELS (AN ALTERNATIVE)
A/ H/M L
Tones ft x a
Other than w~ ui ua
Entering y- iu ia
/- il al
Entering w~ ui? 552







Defence of a 3-vowel system:
Restrictions of co-occurrence between vowel and final consonant have
suggested the possibility of 'economising* our description by setting up a
3-vowel system. Such a system has the distinct advantage that it is
'simple' in the sense that it has very few gaps and most of these gaps are
systematic ones such as the following;
(1) that rounding in both S and F is not possible, thus the following
syllables cannot occur in Hokkien: um, uam, up, uap, uu, uo, uau, uu£,
uo?, uau2. (2) that palatalization in both S and F is not possible, thus
the following syllables cannot occur in Hokkien; ii, ie, iai, ii2, iei, iai£.
The phonetic tie-up with this three vowel system holds good most of
the time. The phonologically low vowel /a/ which is also phonetically low
has by far the widest distributicn. The only combinations not possible
<1
with /a/ are /ua>)/ and /iarj/ , We thus economise by handling [09] in
place of [uag] as a low vowel with a glide involving a back vowel, and
[iorj ] as a low vowel with a glide involving a front vowel.
In syllables -with C or ~ in place F, the distinction between high and
mid vowels is neutralized, fa] is set up as the principal H/H vowel in
such syllables; [un] is handled in terms of the rounded (w-) version, of
[an]; and [in], in terms of the palatalized (y~) version, of [an]. [ia0]
2
is sometimes heard as ^eg] or [«eg] . In any case, it is economical to
1 Lo (1930: 10) treats these as rare. In our- treatment, however, they
exist as loans, forming a coexistent phonemic system (Henderson, 1951)
in the language. See section on Loan lords.
2. Bodraan (1955". I, 166) treats ie in iek and ieng as the spelling convention
for phonetic [i]. In Engchun Hokkien, however, is nearer to [e]
than to [i]«
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treat this as the palatalised version of fa]«
1r syllables with « in place F, the situation is a little sore complex.
There are three high vowels:- [u], [i] and [ui] and three mid vowels:-
[a], [d] and [o]« The phonologically aid vowel [o] is phonetically low.
Their assignment to their places in Table IV again highlights the systematic
gaps.
(hal-Nasal contrast in vowels:1
The contrast between oral and nasal vowels operates in syllables where
the final is zero or non-consonantal. Our tens 'non-consonantal' excludes
the glottal stop, which, as we have shown above, is a correlate of tone
lather than a place of articulation. The contrast does not operate in
syllables where the final is consonantal; in such syllables, only non-
nasalized vowels occur. All the nasalized vowels are shown in Table IV B
and C. Table IV B is raox-e comprehensive than Table IV C. It takes into
account [iau] and [uaij which are marginal to the system in the sense that
such syllables are mainly onomatopoeic or expressive in nature. It can
also take into account [au], [ai] and [=>] which are of very restricted
occurrence (see Appendix). Table IV C is offered as an alternative to
Table IV B. The simplicity of the ays tea; with no gaps in it x'ecorarrsends
it to some extent.
1 I am much indebted to &. B. Downer for suggesting the handling of this
oral-nosal contrast in terms of syllable types.
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THE V.ORP
Sinologists and linguists have argued among themselves for years as to
1
whether it is necessary to set up the word as a basic unit in Chinese .
While we are of the opinion that the word is necessary as a grammatical unit,
a detailed justification of this viewpoint is outside the scope of this thesis
which is concerned with phonology* Is the following section, we shall there¬
fore limit discussion to a few fragmentary lemarlcs on certain phonological
phenomena which might be relevant in setting up the word as a unit in Hokkiens
Enclitics2
When two syllables are juxtaposed together in such a way that the tone
of the second syllable is realized as the tail end in the pitch contour of
the first syllable, it is perhaps convenient to handle these two syllables as
a single unit which we might oall the phonological word. The pitch of such
second syllables known as enelitlcised or atonic or neutral tone syllables
say be represented graphically as follows, by placing a dot before the
syllable so realized:^
•I Mid after 1st tone
• I Low 2nd
• I Low 3rd
1 For some reasonable arguments in favour of setting up the word as a basic
grammatical unit in Chinese, 3ee Halliday (1959s 59, 66-8); Kratochvil
(1968s 88-89); Bodman (1955s 152-d).
2 For a treatment of enclitics in Hokklen, see Douglas (1873sxi*)i Bo
(1930s 22-d); Chiu (1930s 273); hodman (1955s 4). An important
distinction between their treatment and ours is that while they regard
the enclitic as a 'low, falling-away, dying tone", irrespective of the
tone of the preceding syllable, we regard the realisation of the enclitic
as being dependent on the tone of the preceding syllable.






Syllables realized by enclitics are of two typesi
1• Habitual enclitics: those which are always realised by enclitics
1
and never by isolation and sandhi-tone forms •
2. Conditioned encliticsi those which are realised by enclitic tone-





a interrogative, exclamatory and indicative
la L indicating completed action
ma interrogative
le — used in conversation as a mark of informality
13 indicating completed action, also used in enumeration
3 — emphasizing affirmation
e — indicating surprise
ni used in enumeration, interrogative
tit indicating possibility and probability
kio — indicating affirmation, agreement





bue7 * f Not able
ba7 Rot yet
Conditioned Enclitics:
These include various classes:


















lin2 ifApg •you* (pi)
in1 'they*












Among the verbs* double enclitics may occur:
, ->8loZ lai5 h &- 'come down* 1O2B khui^ T ^ 'go down*
khi2 lai5 -t- *cotm up* khi2 khui5 Jl £ 'go up'
k,5 lai5 'come over* khui*' & £ •go over'
tshut4 lai5 Al 'come out' tshut4 khui5 i>i ii>) •go out*
2
tui lai5 'come back • ~2tui khui 5 ® £ •go back'
~ 1 ~ 1 j /+
Among the nouns, double enclitics are not so common but si si % i-
* teacher, Mr., air* is often made enclitic when preceded by a proper name as
in iu^ si1 si1 'Mr. Tang* —^ "" 'jr, or si1 si1 'Mr. Teoh'
~ 1 1
When it is preceded by a modifier, however, si si is never enclitioisedj
7 -v 1 ~ 1
thus lau si si 'old teacher* has to be realized by the following pitch
pattern — ^ u i and not by —
It is interesting to note that, whether a syllable is encliticised or
not can bring about a difference in the meaning. Compare, for example, the
following where (i) has the second syllable in isolation tone-form and (ii)








One of the arguments often put forward in support of setting up the word
as a basic grammatical unit in Chinese is, that, contrary to popular belief,
there exists in Chinese, a large number of compounds made up of syllables
some of which are bound morphemes • while there are good grammatical reasons
for considering compounds as a single unit, the word, it is not at all clear
whether there is any phonetic justification for distinguishing two apparently
identical sets of syllables in speech, one of which constitutes a compound
and the other of which is merely a sequence.
Juncture has been suggested as a means of distinguishing compounds from
2
separate words. Thus, it has been suggested that
•forms of more than one syllable with com,, ounding or close juncture
between two syllables are usually single wordsj forms with space or
open juncture between the syllables constitute separate words*•
Ufortunately, at the present stage of our investigation, it is not at all
easy to ascertain just what are the phonetic correlates of juncture, and
unless more evidence comes to light, juncture may turn out to be a phenomenon
rather like Bloeh and Tracer's four degrees of stress which is passable in a
taxonomic phonemic analysis but hardly necessary within the framework of a
generative phonology.
khuu^ -— — 'did not go'
khur** 'lost'
O
si ^ 'fear death*
si2 'frightened to death'
1 Kennedy, (1951)
2 Bodman, (1955) 273
kk*
1
Two other suggestions seera moie workable ; the first is that in
compounds of three syllables, the middle syllable is shorter than the other
two, whereas in a non-compound sequence, all three syllables are of the same
length; the second is that in compounds, the initial consonant is pronounced
with the same degree of stress as in a sequence of one-syllable words, but
the initial consonants of the following syllables are prenounced with less
force.
Loan Words*'
Loan words from polysyllabic languages would fit in very well if the
word was set up as a basic phonological unit, but of course, loan words
alone are no justification for setting up the word as they could be treated
as coexistent phonemic systems, if necessary.
The following section on loan words is not meant to be a complete or
authoritative on®, but is merely meant to suggest some interesting phenomena
found when loans are incorporated into Engehun Hokkien,
The whole question of loans into Malayan Engchun Hokkien is a complex
one. First, there is the question of the source of the loan. The most
important source languages are English and Malay, but Malayan English has yet
3to be the object of serious linguistic investigation and what is here
referred to as Malay has within itself various dialects so that the phonetic
shape of the loan would depend on the dialect of Malay it was box-rowed from.
For instance, what is represented by a final a in the orthography, like
mata, gila, jaga, is pronounced [aj in some dialects and [a] in others. It
1 loc, cit,
2 I am greatly indebted to G. B, Downer for many helpful comments which I
have incorporated into this version,
3 of. Saunders (1963) 177-1$7.
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is evident that the variety of Hokkien studied in this thesis borrows its
Malay loans from the dialect which has final [a] rather than [a].
Then there is the question of the method of borrowing. There are
cases of indirect borrowing, such as English stamp being borrowed into
Hokkien via Malay setea and that of borrowing by character, such as that
of English 'sofa* being borrowed into Hokkien via the characters
which were assigned to the loan when it was borrowed into a Shanghai dialect.
Besides, in a multilingual community, the phonetic shape of the loan*
word would depend cn whether the speaker had any knowledge of the source
language. In the present linguistic situation in Malaya, this is also a
question of the age of the speaker, as the younger Chinese immigrants are
more likely to have a knowledge of English and Malay than the older
immigrants. Thus, for example, while ary informant who has no knowledge of
English uses [bat] for bus, [tai ia] for tyre, [si ku ta] for scooter, a
Hokkien speaker with a knowledge of English tends to use [bas] [taia] and
[skuts] for these loans.
The term 'Malayan Hokkien' is used rather than 'Malayan Kngchun Hokkien'
because there sterna to be a common core of words borrowed into all varieties
of Hokkien and other Chinese dialects such as Cantonese. For instance, the
Malay word kampong 'village* is borrowed into Hokkien with various types of
pronunciations, such as [kam koq] [kim kuq]. There is even evidence enough
to indicate that this common core of words is borrowed into other languages
spoken in Malaya, such as Tamil. A comparison with a study made on Malay
loan words in Tamil showed that more than half the words borrowed into
Hokkien were borrowed into Tamil as well.
1 cf. Subbiah (1968 - forthcoming)
Most of tli© loans discussed in the following section are relatively
recent loans and this, coupled with the fact that the informant was a mono¬
lingual, explains why the loans are recast into a form which does not
1
necessitate the s-, tting up of a secondary system • There is therefore,
strictly speaking, no phonetic evidence to shew that the loans arc loans,
but only the evidence that the native speaker of Bokkien regards these as
•foreign* and difficult to represent by means of characters#
The Phonological Structure of Malay Loan ¥>ords
When a Malay word is borrowed into Malayan Hok>ien, its phonological
structure Is modified in the following ways
(1) Syllabi© Structure:
When & polysyllabic Malay word is borrowed into Malayan Hokkien, each
syllable of the word is given a distinctive arid contractive pitch value#
The structure of polysyllabic nouns is fairly rigid in the seas© that the
different syllables in the word are not capable of forming compounds with
other words# In this respect, these polysyllabic loans may be said to
resemble tightly-structured compounds. As the syllables in such a poly¬
syllabic word never occur la isolation, it is not easy to determine whether
the pitch values heard are the realisation of tones in isolation or tones in
connected speech# It seems reasonable, however, to assert that such poly¬
syllabic words, once borrowed into the language, generally fit into its over¬
all structure# Consequently, they are best considered as realizations of
tones in connected speech. Moreover, when these polysyllabic words occur
1 of. Henderson (1951) 131 -132.
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in connected speech, they conform to the regular rules of tone-aandhi.
Consider the following exaaplea where tli© •loan-word* (the fir-si two
syllables in each mmaplm) and the native syllable are realised like any
ordinary phrase in the language*
a tap + tshU mm# & tap tahu 'a tap house*
1 J 1 vl J





aa te «fr thua s& t® thus * satay stall'
1 1 1 1 1 1
Jiara bu + tahiu Jiasa bu tshiu * jaabu tree*
1 J J 1 J J
The structure of polysyllabic verbs is much looser# Many of the
syllables in the polysyllabic verb may be used in isolation. For example*
(i) bit tsa la could b© abbreviated to bit. In fact, when the word is
repeated in conversation, it is only the abbreviated bit which is
repeated,
(ii) Reduplication* it is the individual syllable which is repeated and
not the whole word, e«g«
ga lo ^ ga ga lo lo and not galo g&lo 'to quarrel noisily
ana continually*
pa kat —pa pa kat kat arm not p&knt pakat 'to conspire*
It is interesting to not© that a reduplicated word in Malay my be
borrowed merely as an uarcduplicated word, even when the unreuuplieated word
in Malay Means something completely different. The word 'taata* in Malay
moans 'eye*, whereas 'aata-sata* scans 'policeman*, -hen the latter word
ia borrowed into Malayan Hokkien, only the lora 'seta* is used. Ambiguity
does not arise, however, because the word •mata* meaning *eye' is not
borrowed into Malayan Hekklon,
(2) Consoraanta;
(i) final:
(a) The only consonants which may occur in final position in a
Mrlay^Hokkien syllabi® are:
p t k £
m n rj
In Mlay, however, a Aord may end in other consonants besides
the ones above. Consequently, when such words or© borrowed
into Malayan Hokkien, th© final consonants not found in Malayan
Hokkien are modified as follows:
«•! —«t as in ak&l ^
»r -t as in pas&r
-h —^ as in salah
(ii) Initial:
(a) la Malayan Hokkien, there is a >»point contrast between «&i>»
nasal stops in initial position:















Thus, when one of these stops is borrowed Into Malayan Kokklen, it may be
used as one- of three possibilities, a voiced stop, a voiceless aspirated
stop and a voiceless unaspir&ted stop. Thus*
g —^ g as in |Us —^ gi la
g k aS in g&ntarj —£ kan tairj
t t as in togkat —^ to»] k&t
t —^ 2/d as in t'umpar) ^ log peg
b —> b aa in bodch —> bo lo
d —^ th as in disss fiiaa —^ thieun thiasa
(b) In Malayan Hokkien, [1] and [d] are extrinsic allephones of the
sai» phoneme• In Malay, however, [l] and fd] are separate phonemes.
Thus, both [1] and [d] in Malay are borrowed into Malayan Hokkien
as [1],
e,g. dult —^ lui
logkaij —4 larj kau
(c) In Malay, [r] is phonetically distinct from [lj, In Malayan
ffekkicn, however, [r] doe© not occur and hence [l] is used when
a Malay word containing the v phones® is borrowed into the
language,
e.g, baru —ba lu
roti lo thi
(a) la Malayan Hakkien, [j] in initial position is followed only by
f i]» la Malay, this is not so but say be followed, by many
vowels, ©*f. |a] (u] [i] to]* Conoequeatly, when a word with
initial {4} is borrowed into Malayan Hokkien* it conforms to the
syllable structure of Malayan Hokkien by having an [i] after fj]»
janbu «—> jiea bu
e*g* 4ag°9 —> jia got)
jaciban —jia-ii gan
(3) Vowels:
In Malayan Hokkien, |p| and [©} are distinctive only when they occur
in open syllables* Before a nasal final, only [p] is used* In Malay,
however, only [o] is used before a nasal final* Thus when a Malay word
containing an f©3 before a nasal final is borrowed into .Malayan Kokkien,
It is realised a® an n]. Thus:
kosorj ko
soiabwj —«s?q hot)
The Phonological structure of English Loan fords
When an English word is borrowed into Malayan Kokkien* the following
modifications are made to Its phonological structure;
(1) Syllable structure:
Consonant clusters:
There ar® no consonant clusters in Malayan Hokkien. Thus, Acs
an English word with a consonant cluster is borrowed into Malayan






khu ]bk p i
si ku ta
Vowel Clusters;
The only vowels which my occur in a cluster of 3 fa Malayan
Bokkten ares [lauj and [u&i], In English, however, many vowel
clusters are possible. Consequently, when an English wo I'd with a

































1 This splitting up into various syllables may well vary from on© dialect
to another, depending partly on how long the loan, has been used, and
pertly on whether the Bokkien speakers speak any other language. In a
Taiwanese dialect of Kin, lor example, the example below [ tela.] is
actually realised as one syllable rather than as two separate syllables
(personal communication with R. Cheng),
S2„
Loans from Aaoy Hokklen
These loans, like the 4alay and English ones, exist aide by side with
native Engehun words, and it is not possible to predict «hen one for® would
be vised instead ol another. Unlike the English and Malay loans, however,
these loans do not entail any phonetic modifications largely because the
phonological structure of Araoy is so similar to that of Engehun, These
loans, however, are recognised by the informant as being *t»n-Engchun* end
co-exist with native Knrchun words. They are as follows!
A/















(ii) Aaoy [a»)3 where Eagohua has [ui]. Thus:
"51' tul2
(iii) Aiaoy [u&n] whexe i,ngchun has [ui]. Thus:
't|T kuan" kui'
(iv) iuaoy [a] where i ngchun has [us], Thus:
to" lol'' — tua^ lelf*
(v) Amy [ien] where Lngchun has [i]. Thus
m 'i- sien si — sin si or s~ s~
5%
(vij Amoy [i&i] where Engchun has [u*2/uail]
\t jit- taial' - — tsual^ / tsuail^Is- —
^ hiai^ — huel^ / huall^





Finally, there are certain forms which are extremely difficult to
trace to any particular variety of Kokkien dialect in China but which have
coiao to be used rather widely in Malayan Hokkien (in so far as this is
definable)• An important fores which would seen to upset the phonological
It is interesting; to note that certain lexical items are also used in
phonologicalloans, however, these lexical loans do not coexist with the
native words, but tend to supplant the®. The following are some examples!
1 Of these forms -with final hodman includes the first in his
vocabulary of&Maloyan Aaioy Hokkien, and the last in & slightly different
form a® [tsa^].
2 More accurately, in Engchun Hokkien* Both [po"! tiaa^] an^ [hit'"r si^}
are used in a Taiwanese dialect of Min - (personal conversation with
R. Cheng),




[tshiai) ] 'to have a shower*
54.
Ertgohun Malayan
•cloth shop* tshal/ pue' tiam"> pu"^ tiam^
, 1,5 1 , 2•house* 3am haf) pai] Ion
•that time' hit^ tsuxJ hit^" tiap^
It is also interesting that the lexical loans from Amoy do not
supplant the native words in quite the same way as the Malayan loans do.
Thus the following forms from Asaoy and Engchun co-exist:
Engchun Amoy
2 ~ 2 3 ~2




•passive marker' ho'' khit^
THE TONAL UNIT
The Phonological Phrase:
Above the level of the syllable and the word, the next level which has
to be considered in a phonological study of Hokkien is that of the phrase.
The term 'phrase' as used here refers to a phonological phrase whose
relation to the grammatical phrase is touched upon in this thesis, but no
attempt is made at a full-scale study of the correlation between these two
types of phrases.
Phrase structure is realized phonologically by tonality, the distribution
of the sentence into tonal groups; one phrase is realized as one tonal group.
In an unmarked phrase, i.e, one which is not emphatic and not reduced, each
word is realized by its sandhi tone form except the last word which is
realized by its isolation tone form. These isolation and sandhi tone forms
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can be represented in tabular form as follows:
table ¥
ISOLATION AND SAKDHI TONE FORMS









Mo one-to-one correspondence between isolation and sandhi tonus:
It should be pointed out that there does not exist a one-to-one
correspondence between the tone values in their isolation form and the
tone values in their- sandhi form. Vie make the following implications:
1. Two tone-classes may have different values for their isolation form
but the same value for their sandhi fcm, e.g. tones 5 and 7 are
realized in isolation as a rising and a low level pitch respectively,
but they are both realised in sandhi as a low level pitch. This no
doubt creates ambiguity as in the following pairs:
5 5








kau7 phs5 •thick skin*
5 2
bo sui . 'not beautiful*
7 2
bo sui 'the hat is beautiful*
56*
Tone 8 is also realized in sandhi as a low level pitch, but as it ends
in a stop, it does not create ambiguity with tone 5 and 7} similarly
tone 4 is realized in sahdhi as a falling pitch which is identical with
the falling pitch of tone 3 in sandhi, but again there is no ambiguity
1
as tone 4 ends in a stop whereas tone 3 does not .
2. Two tone-classes may have the same value for their isolation form but
different values for their sandhi form, e.g. tones 3 and 7 are both
realized, in isolation, as a low level pitch but in sandhi, tone 3 is
realized as a falling pitch whereas tone 7 is realized as a low level
pitch. Thus, for example, si"* 'four* and si'' 'yes, is' are both
realized thus in isolation: J so that ambiguity arises in such
cases as the following:
12 3 _
i ko/j si ^ he said 'four*
12 7
i ko»^ si S — he said 'yes, it was*
but not in cases as:
si"'' tsap^ S 'forty*
si^ tsap^ 'it is ten'
3. Mapy words used in ordinary conversation are never used in isolation
forms and hence, strictly speaking, have no isolation tone value as sueh.
Here are three examples:
1 In a Taiwanese dialect of Hokkien, however, tone 4 is realized in^ sandhi
form without the stop final, so that ambiguity arises between tolf" kha'
•table-leg* and to kha 'left leg' (Personal communication with R. Cheng)
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(i) [taun] occurs only with the two words [tsiV+] 'this' and [hit^j
'that* to mean 'now® and 'then® respectively., In both cases, it
is realized as a low level pitch.
(ii) [tak] 'every' cannot occur in isolation but when combined with
other words such as [ni j as in [tak ni""'] 'every year' or [ge ]
as in [tak ge ] 'every one', It is always realized as a low
level pitch.
(iii) [kaj}3 and [ho], object markers, never occur in isolation form but
aire always realized as low level pitch;
1 2 2i' kaiQ lui kor) 'he said to you'
1 3 5 ^
i ka,) tiam thau sia 'he borrowed from the shop*
i* ho sin* si* phailA 'he let the teacher beat him'
i 2 ~ 2
gua ho lui tshia 'I let you invite me'
4. The isolation and sandhi tone values of the same tone class may be
identical, such as that of Tones 1,4 and 7.
It should be pointed out that in phonological/phonetic studies of
1
Chinese, syllable structure and tone-sandhi phenomena are among the
most thoroughly handled aspects of the phonology. Yet the tone-sandhi
1 For some treatments of tone-sandhi in some Chinese dialects, other than
Hokkien, of. Chao (1947: 25-26); LB (1947: 235-264)S Chao (1948: 26);
Chang, W, (1958: 62-69).
For speoific treatments of tone sandhi in Hokkien, cf. Douglas (1873s*iv-xv),
Tung (1959: 740-741), Lo (1930: 24, 26-28) Chiu (1930: 270-276), Bodman
(1955) 84-86, 37-38.
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treatments have always suffered somewhat through a mix-up of the systematic
phonemic and the systematic phonetic elements. Thus one tone is said to
1
change into another , instead of a tone at the systematic phonemic level
being realized as a certain pitch at the systematic phonetic level.
Enclitics as markers of phrase boundaries;
In an unmarked phonological phrase, then, the phrase boundary is
indicated by a syllable realized by its isolation tone-form. It remains
now to describe how such phrase boundaries are related to the syntax.
(But before that is dealt with, a minor modification of the above statement
is necessary: when one of the syllables in a phrase is realized by an
enclitic tone-form (see Section on enclitics), the syllable immediately
preceding it is realized by its isolation tone-form, in which case, the
phrase boundary is marked not by the word which is realised by its isolation
tone-form, but by the word realized by the enclitic tone-form.) This
phenomenon is further evidence for setting up phonological words. It 3eems
to be in accord with the native speaker's intuition to regard the enclitic
syllables as marking the end rather than the beginning of a phrase.
The following are some examples of enclitics used to mark phrase
boundaries:
(i) ia^ hit^ ge~* in^ pan2 tsit^' geJ sui^ ji^ a^ kapM" tsj^ ji^
"\ ~\ ^ x____ ^ '
( ) that (cl.) printed word this (cl.) 'sui* word and 'tso^' word
The word 'sui* and the word 'tsorj', when printed ...
1 See especially Chiu (1930): 271} Bodman (1955! 4-1)
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(2) u7 tsit^ ge~* hiu^ e7 sien^ si^ la^ sio^ oi® kau^ uaxP Is?
have one (cl») village-down teacher (part) primary school teacher (part),
There was a teacher from down the village, a primary school teacher , , .
(3) ia7 gun2 khua ^ khua^ ku2 ^
— ^ -N _ -"v
(conn) we (aux.) see quite long (part.)
And we went to see it, for a quite a long time • . «
(4) kue^ la^ aj^" 1:/ ue7 ka-^ tsin* sui2 ^
chicken (part,) duck (part.) draw until very beautiful (part.)
The chickens and ducks were drawn very beautifully.
(5) ji7 khuu ^ ta^ khau^ tal^" lien*3 tal^1" mrf* khau^
word (aux,) stick door outside (part.) stick bill stick door outside (part.)
They would stick words and bills outside the door.
(6) i1 kog2 jin7 tit^ jin7 tit**
_ .
he say recognise recognise
He said he could recognise me.
(7) tebin7 huaii^ ge^ hoQ^ tshia^ ti^ pi*3 ni.^ khui*3 tshoq^ hue"* h<j la7
top side those (cl») car park (part,) go make flower garden (part.)
As for the car park on top, it was made into a flower garden.
(®) bak^ tsiu^ to*3 ue7 kira^ le^
my eye " can open (part.)
OhJ I can open my eyes after allJ
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Phonological and grammatical phrases:
The relation between phonological phrase boundaries and grammatical
phrases may be dealt with under the following headingst
1, Subject-Predicate separated by a phrase boundary?
(i) sioQ^ te^ taha^ tso^ thi1 tue^
God made heaven and earth
(ii) tsek^" ge"' ai^ tauq'"* pai^
this one is 'ts^rj pai'
/v 7 5 2 8 ~1 1
(iii) u lar) sia tsit tiu phue
^ ~
someone wrote a (cl.) letter
2. The marker of subordinating constructions ge marks the subordinated
1
phrase from the main phrase:
(i) tak^ ge5^ tsuei^ ki** ge^ tai^ tsi^
- __
every year's festival rs matter ('concerning the annual
festivals)
(ii) tsui^ e ^ ti?^ kan1
Water's midst (the midst of the waters)
/ \ 5 ^ 5
(iii) tq sua ge lai}
China's people
1 [e] is sometimes used instead of [ge], see sentence (ii).
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Direct speech is preceded by the word ko^ 'said* being realized by
its isolation tone-form while indirect speech is preceded by the same
word being realized by its sandhi tone-form.
Direct speech:
(i) 8i-~>t/7 te^ tiol^ u7 k^
God said 'Let there be light'
(li) i^ ka^ in1 ko^ kj^2 kjy efi
He said to his grandfather: "Grandpa, . ,
Indirect Speech;
1^1 2 2 8 7 . 08
(i) sin si ka^ tse thak m tioi
The teacher said that this was read wrongly
(ii) gua2 tor]2 ai^ gun2 ko^1 ka^ gua2 kog2 e
y _ y ^ ^ .
I said that my grandfather told me so.
In cases of enumeration, the enumerated items are separated by phrase
boundaries:
(i) tsef)^ al1 khun1 thag^ ia2 siu^ kok^ tsiJf)^ ki^ lui^
y ^ _
animals, insects, wild beasts, every one of its kind
, 1 1 ,1.2 ,7,5 3 ,.~2 , 2 . 2 , 3„ 2 2(ii) ta p^ tsa ba tua lag sue kxa la3 tsau kai.au liau
_
s
^ - N ,, ^ N
male, female, grown-ups, children, all ran away
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5. Adverbs of time are generally raarked off as a separate phrase by a
phrase boundary from the rest of the sentence:
3 j.7,, 3(i) am ml to khui
^
V _ _
He goes back tonight
7 5 3 ~ 2 1 t
(ii) hien si t«> tahia i seifl
He is consulting a doctor now.
(iii) koifr bo^ lua^ ku2 trf* sua^ kof^ sia2 tsit^ tiu^ phue^ lai^
- ^ ^ ^
Not long afterwards, (somebody in) China wrote him another letter.
6. Nouns in apposition are marked off as separate phrases from each other
by phrase boundaries!
(i) lan2 tsa^ bo>2 kia2 tloB^ u^ ha^ pe^ bu2
~
\ __N -X
we, daughters, must be filial to our parents,
(ii) in1 kia2 tui^ tsit^ pe^ ma2 lai^ &[_
~ x
^ ^ "
his son was over here, in Malaya,
ttj sua larf u' tsin tsue~ h3>] siqk^(iii) lan rf jrj o
_ ~ ^ _
We, Chinese people, have many customs.
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Emphatic phrases;
In an emphatic phrase, the word or words receiving special emphasis
may be realized by its (their) isolation tone-form(s). In such cases,
the words realized by their isolation tone-forms need not mark the phrase
boundary. Consider the following examples where the phrase boundaries
are all marked by the enclitic [a] and the words realized by isolation
tone-forms mark not phrase-boundaries but emphasis.
to eat?*
Unmarked




■ —- " •
2
Emphasis on [lui ] 'you'
(3) — y Emph. on [tsial^] *eat*
2 8
Emph. on [liu ] and [tsiai ]
Such emphasis is used here to mean 'information focus*. It is distinct
1
from prominence which is a phonetic phenomenon . It was stated above that
emphasis may be marked by a word or words being realized by its (their)
isolation tone-forms. Other ways of marking emphasis are:
(1) The use of particles at the end of each information focus. Thus:
i1 tsit^ ke1 ter^ ke~* si7 phok^" sui7 d* I?k t^a^
~
^ ^ ^
— • - X
he one family (part) all is professors (part) doctor (part)
His whole family consists of professors and doctors.
1 On * information focus* cf. Halliday (1967) 199-211.
On 'prominence• cf. Jones (1962) 137-144.
0*.,
Widening of pitch range especially in cases where the isolation tone
form coincides with the sandhi tone-form. The word emphasized is
realized by a higher level of pitch if its isolation tone-form is
high, and by a lower level of pitch if its isolation tone-form is
r n
low. Note the raising in pitch of [sa J and the lowering in pitch
of [e] in the following sentences:
In* lau7 pe1 pue£^" tsap^ sa^ in' lau7 bu^ pue^ tsap^ it^"
"N
his father eighty-three his mother eighty-one
His father was eighty-three
7,2
e tue
bottom go open pit
They dug a pit under-neatfa,
and his mother eighty-one.
khui3 khui1 the5 ham7
Duration by which is meant a lengthening in vowel length. Consider
the lengthening of [ue] and [sui] in the following sentences[
o:we7 gua^ khui 3 mn7
can (aux.) ask him
Yes, he could, I asked him . , *
5 3 2 5 3_
sin ge phun tsui ti tsin tsia su:ye
new (part.) sprinkle waterpond very
The new fountain was very beautiful.
beautiful (part.)
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It should be noted that more than one of these ways may be used at the
same time over the same phrase to mark emphasis.
Finally, the relation between pauses and the realization of isolation
tone-forms to mark phrases is an interesting one. In ideal conditions,
they both coincide. In cases of hesitation and correction, however, it is
interesting to note that the realization of the tone-forms can still be
taken as a marker of the phrase. Consider the following examples where the
phrase boundary is marked by the words realized by isolation tone-forms and
not by the pause (isolation tone-fona is marked thus ^ pauses thus ).
(1) ia^ lux2 hit^~ kaq1 khui^ sin* ka^ pho1 khui£ thit^ tho^ ku2 bo""
N
and you that day go Singapore go tour long no
And did you spend a long time touring when you went to Singapore that day?
/x k- 3*31 ~1 15 L 1
(2) tshut khui khuu kua tiu tan lor, hit tau
out go (aux.) stop by T. T. L. that place
I went out and stopped by at T. T. L.*s place.
/,\ . 1 3 2 * 3 1(3) i sar) gua kau tsiu tshia
he send me until board vehicle
He saw me to the vehicle.
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(4) -J* gun2 khm ^ tsue^ tin^ khm1^ tsial^ la^
(conn) we go together (aux.) eat rice (part.p
And we went out together and had a meal.
THE INTONATION UNIT
Pitch phenomena at sentence level:
Above the level of the phrase, the next level to be dealt with is that
of the sentence. Each sentence generally corresponds to a single unit of
intonation. The term 'intonation* as used here refers to pitch phenomena
which are structurally relevant only at sentence level and not in any lower
level such as that of the phrase or the syllable. The role of intonation
is 'expressive* in the sense that it may express differences in the moods
or attitudes of the speaker.
There are two dangers to be avoided in studying the intonation of
Chinese in general ana Engchun Hokkien in particular, Cne is that of
assuming that intonation is due to the sequence of word-tones and nothing else;
the other is that of assuming that intonation in one language should have the
same shape and the same specific function as that of intonation in another
language. For instance, in English, 'rising' and 'falling' tunes may cover
a considerable number of words in a sentence, but in certain Chinese dialects,
it seems best to describe a rising and falling tune in terms of the
perturbation of one syllable only, the final syllable. This would seem
to contradict our statement above that intonation is structurally relevant
only at sentence level, but a closer look at it shows that what is meant is
that although a rising or falling tune may be realized only on one
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particular syllable, it is true to say that intonation is structurally
relevant at sentence level, for (a) the change in pitch in the particular
syllable takes place only if t e syllable is found in a sentence, and not,
for instance, in a phrase or word, or in isolation, (b) normally only one
of "Hie intonation elements can occur with each sentence (though in some
cases two or more intonation groups may be i-ecognized within the sentence -
this is of course one reason why sentence (grammatical) and intonation unit
(phonological) need to be distinguished in theory. Further, what is
signalled by intonational differences in one language may be signalled by
some other device in another language. Thus the abundant use of
grammatical particles associated with intonation (obviously grammatically
in construction with the whole sentence in which they occur) in iingchun
Hokkien signals differences between sentence-types which would be signalled
1
by intonation alone in some other language •
Two types of intonation:
It is conceivable that certain features of intonation may be considered
language-universals, while other features are language-specific. For
example, it appears that when a person is angry, his speech would be louder
than noimal, and the pitch level of his utterance loudor than normal, and
bhe pitch level of hi3 voice utterance higher than normal, no matter what
language he is speaking. If, however, he wishes to ask a question instead
of making a statement, he may use certain intonations in one language and
quite different ones in another language. In view of this difference and
of the •more-less' character of the first type of intonation as opposed to
1 Kao (l%-6) 81-117,
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the ♦yes-no' character of the second, it seems best to keep these two types
of intonation separate. We shall call the first 'paralinguistic'
■j
intonation and the second 'linguistic intonation*. Both these types are
dealt with in this study. No attempt, however, is made to suggest the
extent to which the paralinguistic intonation may be considered universal
as this is clearly outside the scope of the thesis.
Intonational Devices:
In Engehun Hokkien, intonation is indicated by the following devices:
1. General Raising or Lowering of Pitch Level;
It should be noted that this is not a study of intonation based on
instrumental readings. Hence, distinctions in pitch which are recognised
here are those recognized b,^native speaker as being sufficient for
explaining his intuitions about the language, 'Pitch* as used here applies
to the general configuration of pitch over the whole sentence and not just
the pitch level of certain syllables in the sentence. The unmarked form is
designated 'mid'. So that a raised level of pitch is raised in relation
to 'mid' and a lowered level is lowered in relation to 'mid*.
2. Widening or Narrowing of Pitch Range:
Three ranges of pitch are distinguishable. The unmarked form is
designated 'medium' so that a widening of pitch range is widened in relation
to 'medium' and a narrowing of pitch range is narrowed in relation to
'medium*,
3# Perturbation of the Final Syllable:
The pitoh inflection of the final syllable provides the clue as to
1 Crystal (1966: 93-108).
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whether a sentence is in the 'rising* or 'falling' tune* Both these terms
are necessarily relative to the underlying 'tone', of the syllable in
question. Very often the final syllable is a particle encllticised to the
preceding syllable. Where these encliticised particles are presents they
help to bring out the rising or falling in the pitch of the final syllable.
Thus, if the pitch inflections of these particles is studied in relation to
the sanie syllable, they provide a clue as to what is meant by 'rising' and
'falling' tunes:
A Rising Tune is realized in the following wayss-
(i) a level tone is realized by a higher level pitch as in:
'1 44 —» ] 55
j 11 —> J 22
(ii) a falling tone is realized by a falling pitoh which does not
fall quite so low, as ins
\j 51 —^ \| 53
(iii) a rising tone is realized by a mid-level pitch or by a pitch
which rises higher than normal:
J\ 24 ~j 44
xj- 24 —> 25
A Falling Tune is realized in the following wayss-
(i) a level tone is realized by a lower level pitch as in:
1 44 —» "1 33
J 11 —^ J. -11 resulting in creaky voice
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(ii) a falling tone is realized by a falling pitch falling to zero,
thus s
\j 51 —510
(iii) a rising tone is realized by a low level tone or rise plus fall:
24 —> _| 22
/j 24 —~™^> 241
Examples are given in the next section (The Relation Between Extrinsic and
Intrinsic Allophones) showing how all the three devices are used to give
the final pitch contour of the whole sentence.
-M
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EFFECT OF COMBINATION BETWEEN INTONATION ANT TONE i
The final pitch contour of a sentence in Hokkien is the result of trie
extrinsic allophones of intonation being su, erimposed on the extrinsic
allophones of tone. The main patterns are giv.en below with examples;
Raised Pitch Level;
1. Scornful, contemptuous or defiant attitude;
(i) ai^ thak^ taa^tatsia^'"' la^
Since I do not vfish to study, I'll sit and eat J
(ii) hpi*1" uJ si^ lan^
Mot human!
(iii) he2 lui2 tsit4 khi2 e5 ko2
Heht You peasant!
2. Horror;
fx\ 2 ,v, 3 j6 . 2 5,1 ,2 ~ 2 1 r1 tJ 2(i; gua khop a lan ge taa bo kia thau si kia
Horrors! Our daughter has given birth secretly!
3. Surprise:
(i) he^ gun" sua^ ho^ le^
Oh J I am well now!
if* Vexation, annoyance, angerj
(i) ba^ pat^'" ba' lui tsiu^ phal^
- A ^ "N
He has hardly started and you are beating hira
(ii) hai a khua^ lui2 tua2 vJ erj
You good for nothing!
5. Protest:
(i) tiao~* sal**" a^
Who said so? (I never did sueh a thing!)
Lowered Pitch Level:
1. Regret:
(i) bo^ pan^ huat^
There's nothing I can do about it!
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2. Perfunctory greeting or statement:
(i) tsau'' tsau"* tua^ than""* ^
May we ail make plenty of money (answer to similar greeting)
(ii) lm"' tz? tsiu^ ho2
You will soon be well (doctor's statement to patient assuring her
that she would soon be well)
jj. Repetitions
(i) ke"^ ua7 khm ^ lo^
They have all been transferred away,
(compare pitch pattern of preceding:
7 i if. S 3 2(il) pan koQ sek ge khau
A
Outside the door of the office,
(compare p itch pattern of preceding: _ ^ ^ ^
4. Dismissal of topic:
(1) ho2 la^ ho2 la^
"N




(i) hua hit**" si5 tsuan^ en tahun** io^:" k.hi^ lai^
My! At that time , the whole of Engchun came alive (with that news)
Relation between pitch level and pitch ranges
Where part of a sentence has raised pitch level and part has lowered
pitch level, the pitch range of that sentence will be wide; where the
whole of a sentence has raised or lowered pitch level, the pitch range of
the sentence will be narrow.
Widened Pitch Range;
1, There one part of a sentence contrasts with another:
(1) bo2 la7 u7 lan5 kJ.-f phal2 ia7 u7 larf ban2 la^
A > ^
It has its advantages and it has its disadvantages too#
Harrowed Pitch Range:
1« Repetition:
(i) phen^ kirn* bo^4 siau1 1m2 ge^
(compare pitch pattern of preceding: )
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(ii) tuag tsit® tiau** si^ tiatp thuel^
y - y
which iteu was taken by which person.
(compare pitch pattern of preceding: —^ — J —
Complaint:
(i) in^ khm^ thueka/ wrij pat4" kui^ kho* tain* tsia^ tsue^ la^
They have borrowed up till 200 odd dollars. What a loti
Perfunctory greeting:
5 5 7 5 si
(i) tsau tsau tua than -r
May we all make plenty of money.
(A standard reply to a New Year greeting 'May you make much money')
5 r -j 2
(ii) tsau tsau"* khoQ kien
Mjay we all be healthy*
(A standard reply to a New Year greeting 'May you be healthy!')
77.
Rising Tune:
It is necessary to distinguish between tailing (not falling to zero)
and rising due to successive tonal additions. These often distinguish
an incomplete sentence from a question.
1» Unfinished sentence:
/.x , 7 2C1) ia S"**
\
and we
(compare: ^ we )
(ii) ia*^ tsiu^ khui ^ tui^ tshin* laq^ yen^ iu2
and so, from his relations and friends, he . . •
(compare: — from his relations and friends)
2. Question:
/. \ ,7 2(i) Run
and we?
78.
3 2 5 5 L 1 ~3 2
(ii) phun t3ui ti e aek tsin tsia sui
^ ^ X
The colour of the fountain was beautiful?
Questions have the above shape of intonation when they have the same
word order as the sentence. Such questions are not as common as those
containing question words and/or specific question particles. Some
examples of such questions are given below:
v 7 ,2 , 2 . .2 7(i) bue sax kon phai ue a
You must not use unlucky words. (ho you understand?)
(ii) lan2 tai^ tsi^ siffl2 mil**" tai^ tsi^ tha^ koq liau2 iw7 \J tip7.^,2 ho"1
^ ^ \ ~
, N . X,
If there is anything, you must not say •Tiau' but must say 'ho'
(Do you follow?)
Falling tune:
(i) gua2 tui^ ax ho^ kau^ pueZ"*" ho^ lop2 tsog2 khui ^ tsit^ le2 pai^
I went for a week altogether, from the 2nd to the 8th.
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/..\ 2 , .A . 7 , .5 , % 2 . . 8 5,3 7(i1) gua tsit tsun lai kAg tsek ge lea sui
Let me tell you a story now*
3 75 5 8777 5(iii) ko sm e tue bak si m si lap




(i) sa^' tsin* gau^ thak^
Oh yes, he is a very good student.
(teacher giving report to student's parent about student)
2. Happiness, thrill:
/.\ 7 n.1 ,,2 , . 1 . ~1 ..2 6(i) u lx Ira tsln hua hi ^
~ ^ — - A
Yes. Delia was very happy.
(narrator reflecting part of the happiness of Delia)
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(i i) tsej kia"* he^ kia^ hua^ hi2 ka^ ichiet^ XViiet^ thiau^
~
^ X
She walked here, there and everywhere, jumping around with joy.
(iii) khan"* gua*" si^ kue^ kia^1
She led me by the hand, all over the place.
Husky Voloe Quality:
1. Annoyance:
(i) be^ pat^1" bo^ lui ^ tsiu^ phai^"
He has scarcely started (learning to read) and you are beating him.
Incleased Tempo:
1. Impatience:
(l) bo^ pan^ huat^~ la^
"X
There's nothing I can do about it.
2. Scolding:
^ 3 2 >v 2 7 7




(i) he gua2 sua.2 ho2 left bak° tsiu^ to2 kim* Is/*
- -S -N - ^ — '
OhI I am well now. I can open my eyesi
4, Dismissal of topic;
/a\ ^ 2 *2 . 7 1JS3 ..J 7 .~2 7 ~ 2(i) ho gua ta cue ki titr u ia u ia
-X -N ^ N -N
Oh yes, of course, I quite forgot# It's true, it's true#
5. Happiness and thrills
(i) li1 lia2 tain* hua^ hi2 =>^
-
N - - "X
Delia was very happy#
Decreased tempo:
1. Regret;
(i) bo^ pan^ huat^
X
There's nothing I can do about it (unfortunately).
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ASSIMILATIONS
The assimilation discussed below is of a synchronic nature. It is
what Jones calls 'contextual assimilation'^and what Abercrombie calls
'juxtapositional assimilation', namely, 'ohanges in pronunciation which
take place under certain circumstances at the ends and the beginnings of
words (changes at word boundaries, that is to say) when these words occur
2
in connected speech, or in compoundsI
Although the whole question of 'register' in language has yet to
be studied satisfactorily,"* we find it convenient in discussing assimilation
to make use of the concept of 'speed of utterance' and 'degree of formality'
of the utterance* These are not to be regarded as clearly defined or discrete
in any sense* They merely provide a continuum which varies from a slow speed
to a fast one and from a formal style to an informal one.
The types of assimilation found in Iiokkien are as follows:
1) those involving movement of articulators
2) those involving velie aotlon
3) 'Whose involving glottal action
4) vowel mutations
5) contractions
The following sections attempt to link the style of discourse
with the type of assimilation* It is an attempt to account for assimilation
when it does occur rather than to predict when assimilation should occur*
1 Jones (1956) 217-219.
2 Abercrombie (1967) 133*
3 Halliday, Me ntosh & Strevens (1965) 90 •
4 The first three categories are taken from Aberorombie (1967) 133 ff•
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Mutation rules are written for the different types of assimilation, together








































The above table summarizes the first three types of assimilation,
namely, those involving movement of articulators, those involving velic
action, and those involving glottal action. The column 'changes' to' includes
various speeds of utterance varying from a slow speed of utterance on the
left to a fast speed of utterance on the right. Thus, for example, rule 1
means that the place of articulation of a stop final changes t0
the place of articulation of the following initial where the speed of
utterance is slow and to zero where the speed of utterance is fast.
P
The types of assimilation described above as 'vowel mutations* and 'contractions'
are best dealt with separately under a different section.
Examples of Rule 1:
♦Japan* jit pun] —^ [jip pun] [ji pun]
♦one eaaay♦ tsit phi bun] —^ [tsip phi bun] [tsi phi bun]
'one fish* tsit bo hui] —* [tsip ba hui ] [tsi bo hui ]
•one night' tsit ml] —[tsip mi] [tsi mi]
♦one day' tsit ka*)] ■—* [tsek ka^] [tsi kaQ ]
•go out' tshut khui ] —[tshok khui ] [ tshu khui ]
•some other* pat ge] [pak ge] [pa ge]
•ten sheets' tsap tiu] r" [tsat tiu] [tsa tiu]
•ten heavens' .tsap thi] -.-^[[tsat thi] [tsa thi]
'with people' kap la*)] —«^ [kap lag] [ka la/)]
•ten peices of ^tsap nia sa] •—«#> [tsat nia sa] [tsa nia sa]
olothing'
'ten days' tsap ka^] «—«*■ [tsak ka^ ] [tsa ka»j]
'chase' tsip khui] —* [tsik khui] [tsi khuiO
•with us' kap gun] —* [kap gun] [ka gun]
•every copy* tak pun] —» [tak pun]
•every document [tak phi bun] —•* [tak phi bun]
'every fish' tak b3 hui ] —* [ tak bt3 hrn ]
•every year* tak ni] —■^ [tak ni]
'stomach' pak to) [pat to]
•daughter-in-law' [sin pu] —+ sia pu] [aim u]
•very showy* [tsin phiu] —» tsim phiu]
•his wife* [in b^] —* im b~>] [im j]
•cold noodles* [tshin mi] — tshim ml] [tshim \]
*Singapore' [sin ka pho] si9 ka pho] [sit) a pho]
•very poor* [tsin khiau] tsi^ khiau]
•new raoon*
*
[sin ga2] si») gei ] [sit) -sZ]
•golden platform* [kirn tai] — kia tai]
'blue sky' [lam thl] lam thi]
'spirit* [aim lejj] —^ aim neg]
•restrict* [kim tsi] kim tsi]
'black market' [am tshi] am tshi]
•blue colour' [lam sek] lam sek]
'gratitude1 [kam kek] kaia kek]
•newly opened* [tshira khui] tshim khui]
'fire crackers' [pa/) phaui] pai) phauZ]
•sort of fish' [kar) pue] ^ ka<) pue]
'red face' [a9 bin] bin]
'human head' [la*) thau] la») thau]
'length' [tr) ta ] —^ [t(j ta ]
'same road' [sa/5 1©] [sat) lj ]
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Examples of Rule 2:
* father-in-law* [tiu laf)] [tiu nag]
•refund somebody* [heQ la^ [heg nag]
•you people' [lin larj] —«* [lin nag]
•like this' [an ni] —* [ai]
•originally* [pun tsia] —* [pun ji ia]
'return' [tui lai] —> [tul nai]
•March' [sa gal] —[ sa gal]
♦third sister' [sa ba] —[sa ma]
Examples of Rule 3:
•ten pages* [tsap bin] —^ [tsab bin]
'ten names* [taap sfia] —[tsab raia]
•ten boxes' [tsap a2 ] —^ [tsab a2 ]
•eleven* [tsap it] —^ [tsab it]




The feature of vowel mutation refers to that process in the
dialect by which the i in the underlying phonological system is realized
as [e] or [^] depending to some extent on the vowel of the following syllable,
The [e] in these forms is what one would expext before ]k] as final [ik]
does not occur in the language. Thus in the following examples the [e]
is accounted for in terms of assimilation rather than that of the following
vowel.i
[tsek ge], [tsek ku], [tsek keg], [tshek gaipua], [hek ge], [hek kar)],
[hek khi], [jek khiu].
The following examples, however, still need to be accounted for in terms of
the following vowel:
[tsek tsun], [hek tsun], [h>k ku], [tsek ku].
87.
CONTRACTIONS
In fast, colloquial speech, what constitutes two syllables in the
underlying, abstract system often coalesce to form a unit whose phonetic
realisations is identical with that of a single syllable. Such units
cannot be given the same status as that of the syllable because they do
not belong to the same level. Each syllable is capable of two pitch
manifestations, one called its 'isolation-tone value* (manifested at phrase
boundaries and for purposes of emphasis) and the other its * sandhi-tone
value* (manifested elsewhere). The contracted units, however, are
capable of only one pitch manifestation — as they are found only where
reduction in speech takes place, the choice between emphatic and non-
emphatic has already been made and cannot be made again. It is for
this reason that the pitch manifestations of such units are marked
graphically rather than by tone marks. Besides, these contracted
units may be made up of segmental features not found in the syllable, e.g.
the contracted unit ai^ from anlni1 'thus, so'.
A number of these contracted units seem more established than others.
For example, the contractions for the numerals (twenties) (thirties) and
(forties) are so well established that they even have a character
assigned to them and separate entries in the dictionary, thus taking their
place fully with the other syllables of the language. These forms are*
J J vl ji7 tsap8 it4 —> jiap it4 J
1 J \1 sa1 tsap8 it4 —> sam it4 ^ ^
\j J vj si^ tsap8 it4 —> siap it4 \j n)
88.
It should be noted that these units are used only for the twenties,
thirties and forties and not for twenty, thirty, forty which are never
reduced but are always ji7 tsap^, sa"5 tsap^, si3 tsap^. /sast1/ is
1 1L
also the reading pronunciation for 1three' so that /sm /in/sam itv
could be treated either as the reading pronunciation or as a contracted
$ •
unit.
Some of the contracted units may be made up of the sum total of
the segmental features of both syllables but with only a single tone
unit. For example,
i) tshin1 tshiu7







~l J —f tshiu 1 'like, as'
J 1 1 —> hoi tsiaf 1 1 'give him to eat*
J ~| —hoi 1 'give him'
-J -1 —9> oai .1 'don't want*
J M mai tsia® \] "| 'does not want to eat1
J sj —^ bien s| 'no need*
J A A bien kia"'' A A 'no need to walk*
v) ka7 i1 tso3 -I 1 J —> kai tso3 1 J • do for him'
Some of the contracted units may be made up of the whole of the 1st
syllable and part of the second syllable. Thus:
i) i1 koQ2
ii) ka1 ki7
~] \j ioq A




y i —J ^
iii) m thar) J ' —> bai3 or marj 1 *do not*
Some of the contracted units may be made up of part of the first
syllable and part of the second syllable. ThusJ
i) hJ gua2 khua^ J A J hua khua^ A J
ii) tsit8 ge5 j tse J
iii) tsit^ geJ "vl A —^ tse \j
Where nasal consonants are found either at the end of the first
syllable and/or at the beginning of the second syllable, nasalized
vowels replace nasal consonants.
i) an* ni^ ~] "] ai ~j
ii) kagua2 sia1 J A 7 —> ka sia1 A 1
iii) bin2 a2 t&&i7 A \J j mia taai^ A J
Besides contracted units which share features from both syllables
there are also units which we shall call reductions which have the
features of only one of the syllables. Like the contracted units,
these reductions operate on phrases as well as on compound words.
With some compounds, either of the syllable; may be used depending on
whether the compound occupies the final position of a phrase or not.
/ \ 1 ~ 3
For example, in (i) below, where tsin tsia is in phrase final position,
, . 1 ~ 3
only t3in may be used. In (ii), however, where tsin tsia is not
1 ~ 3
phrase-final, both tsin and tsia may be used.
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i) tsin1 tsia^ 1 J tain •really*
ii) tsin'1 tsia^ ho2 1 M \i -? tsin ho2 1 si 'very (really) good'
/v ^
tsia ho J M 'very (really) good*.
Where compounds are made up of two syllables on© of which is bound
and the other free, the reduced unit assumes the shape of -the free
syllable and is capable of two pitch manifestations depending on whether
it is in phrase-final position or not. For example:
sio1 sa^P "1 A —> sarj A *same as*
15 1 1
sio sag kar) 1 J 1 sa^ kaQ *saiae day'
In the case of phrases, such reductions can assume the shape of
only one of the syllables but may be capable of two pitch manifestations
one in phrase-final position and one in non phrase-final position.
For examples
sia2 mi2^ ^1 \j —> sia A ir/ non-final 'what'
■
v • <4
sua J Isy' final 'what*
^ O fit ^
tua loi A 1 —> tua A in/ non-final 'where*
tm J in/ final 'where*.
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'Within Syllables:
Nasalisation in syllables of the type CVK;
In syllables of the type CTO, if C is voiced, the phonetic realization
of C may be either a voiced nasal or its homorganic stop. Thus whether
/bin/ is heard as [bin] or [min] is difficult to detect.
Syllabic finals:
The phonetic realizations of the syllabic finals [m] and [g] wfcloh1
»
we treat as / an/ and / an/ may be realized with or without the schwa
vowel, depending on the place of articulation of the initial and final
within the syllable. Thus, where there is a considerable distance
between the place of articulation of the initial and that of the final
consonant, the schwa vowel is heard, as in [pag ] [tag ] [tshaig ] but
not where the distance between the plaee of articulation of the Initial
and that of the final is negligible, as in [kag ] [khag ].
Status of h:
[i] a bilabial fricative occurs with [uag ]. It is best to
consider this as a special manifestation, an intrinsic allophone of /h/
due to the back rounded vowel in its immediate environment. Elsewhere,
/h/ is realized phonetically as a devoiced vowel, thus /him5/ ^ [iim5].
SAMPLE THANSCBIFTIONS
KEY TO THE TRAKSCBIPTIOMS
The following sample transcriptions are made from texts which were
recorded on tape. The three texts selected represent to a certain
extent different styles of speech and different speeds of utterance.
Text A is an account of the Japanese occupation in Malaya based on a
mimeograph written by the informant's wife. Text B is a semi-formal
account of Chinese festivals composed by the informant without any
reference to any written or oral source. Text C is an informal
conversation between the informant and his wife.
The top line of each transcription is a broad phonetic transcription
representing intrinsic allophones? the second line represents the pitch
contours; the third line is a phonemic transcription representing the
extrinsic allophones; the fourth line consists of Chinese characters
which are not meant to be etymologically identical with the corresponding
spoken Hokkien morpheme but are included to provide a clue to the types
of constructions found in Hokkien; the fifth line is a word-for-word
translation into English and the last line is an idiomatic English
translation.
TEXT A
1. tsm tfhit tfhit am pien i au
7 4. 4 7 3 2 7
tarn tshit tshit sui pien i au
t -t -t f i w ti
since seven seven thing change afterwards
After much change,
2 • jip pun e kun huat tfin tfia £i iam ban t rj
~ ^ ^
„
8 25 1 8 1 ~ 3 3 7 7 7
jit pun ge kun huat tsin tsia khi lam ban t-s^
a ^ ^ m (.%y ^ ^ g x_
Japan *s army very spirit on fire
The Japanese army, with a fiery spirit.
3. tek tshun tjin tjhiol e aim bo u aio khua then hio
tek^ tshun"' tsin^ tshiol^ ge^ sim* bo"^ u^ sio2 khua2 ther^ hiol_if
ff t 11 A ^ SI £ ( I^L)
obtain inch advance foot of heart no have little bit stop rest
kept advancing forward and did not rest a little.
4. khiaS tur ma lai a ge hua klau
- ^
7 72 515 5 5
khia tui ma lai a ge hua kiau
-f± ft £ft_ £ fa ^
live at Malaya of Chinese citizens.
The Chinese citizens living in Malaya.
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5. pi kau u uan tai gan kog ge
.2,3 7 2 7 2,1 5
pi kau u uan tai gan k?g ge
t-b ^ ill 7^
more have far big eye light of
those who have somewhat greater foresight,
6. bo t fide bo tut the aim tiau ta
_ „ y _ _
_ _L^
5 855 75 1 5-^2
bo tsit ge bo tui the aim tiau ta
>£_ - 1m >L 4, & ^ #-
no one (ol.) no at raise heart hang liver
there was not one of them who was not in anxiety,
7. kia de jlp pun ueZ lam t fin
-V1 28275 3
kia liau jit pun ue lorn tsin
tfa i 0 ^ i$7 ilL
fear (part.) Japan can south advance
fearing that the Japanese might advance southwards.
8. hii si tsue^ gun nag khia toil t[i hai gua
hit^ si** tsue^ gun2 lag"* khia^ txtx^ tsi2 hai2 gua^
H £ fpf H ri, th-
that time we live at here overseas
at that time, we were living here, overseas,
96.
9. aim sit taai si siau liam nan e tion kak
sim^ sit^ tsai^ ai^ siau^ liam^ lan^ ge"* k?k^
/vr,4 % t±. f_ ® ^ -& ^ fa lt ®
■7 ».
heart really he thick of our China
but our hearts were really in China.
10# tui iau tak jit ui tiol 01 t^ ge kar) kha 1 gua
tiu liau^ tak^ jit** ui^ tio2** ol** 1ge"* karj1 kho^ i2 gua7
P£ 1 & 8 & $ tf f'fa fa 71) H_ u j?h
apart (part.) every day because of school's work other than
Apart froifi our concern with school work every day,
11, gun tfi bin tshu dat phun tsau kiu t fin hue ge kar) tsoi
2
i u8 u 7 . , i4 , t8 . 1 . 2 J 2 . 7 5K 1 . ok
gun tsit bin tshut lat phun tsau kiu tsxn hue ge garj tsoi
?-& if h'-i x- far
we one side exert strength benevolent society's work
on the one hand, we spent much of our energy in the work of benevolent societies,
12. tfi bien ka kin hun dien hak seq ai kok ge tfer) sin
8 7123 7 8 1 3 k 5 15
tsit bien ka kin hun lien hak sen] ai kjk ge tserj sin
- ijb ' %s %h\ ^ ^ %_ if® fa fak
one side add quick train students love country 's spirit
on the other hand, we quickly taught the students the spirit of patriotism,
97.
13. kui la? ni nal d=>h si tfhin xu tji jit an ni tsue
1
kui^ le7 nil' lai^ 1or)2 si^ tshin* tshiu^ tsit^ jit^ an ni1 tsue^
(fjc) %- &- £p 1_ **- ^ - 0 fit $
several year come all be like one day this kind many
several years passed by just like a single day.
14« khlo m bo aim le glen kiu t^ede laa tfin i au
2; ~ _ ~~ ^ ^ _
4751 5 1 3 455 327
khiok a bo sim lai gien kiu tsit ge laa tsin i au
t &- ztf % it -f© iii ^ ^
(conn.) no heart (aux.) study this (el.) south advance afterwards
we were too busy to study the question of what might happen
15. so e hual re f] ge bun tue
2 7 4 1 5 5 5
so ue huat sc/j ge bun tue
>-T t '£ 69 ft9 a
that which can happen of question
after the Japanese had advanced southwards
98.
TKXT B
1. a a tn sua lag a tsa ka rii e si tsuei a
>
^ - ~N ^
xtJ lan2 trj^ sua^ lar^ tsit^ ge^ nl" g©^ si^ tsuel^
£ iUM ^ilS ^ "M il -1® hi. ^ &> ef ^ W
and we China people (part.) this (cl.) pass year's time (part.)
And we, Chinese people, at New Year time,
2. ta £e si thai kue la thai a2 la
_ ^ ~ ^ ^ .
tak® ge^ si'' thai"5 kue^ la^ thai'* aft la^
% -fill zL £S_ ^ £*~ tfe
every one be kill chicken (part.) kill duck (part.)
we all kill chickens and we all kill ducks.
3. bue tut xa la bue ba la
bue2 tuu 1 kha^ la^ bue2 baft le/*
|[ ft'if ^ If Itl
buy pig trotter (part.) buy seat (part.)
we buy pig's trotters and we buy meat,
4» ia e tsui ka tsit ta tol ai dau diet tfhi3- tjhiia
IsJ tioft tsui2 ka"^ tsift ta^ toft an* ni^ laft jieft tshift tshift
^ f £'J - t. it *IL Jftj ft c ) c ) ftj
and must cook till one (cl.) table this kind festive (very) (part.)
and we must cook a table full of food so that it is very festive
99.
ta? e la if) na% tsia la
___ - y
8 5 5 5 -.8 6
tak ge lar) lai tsial la
'&■ '{If}
every (cl.) person come eat (part.)
Everyone comes along to eat.
a dye tsia e 3i tsuel ai to sua larj u texak tsit ha^a
a7 na7 t^ tsiaz ge** si"* tsue^t ss^ t^ sua^ la^ u7 tek^' khak^ tsit^ ha^ efi
HL 1$ JfS- wzj ^ e# ^ ^ t ® A- ^ -?# £3?|. -
(conn.) if at eat of time (part.) China people have must one thing (part.)
When eating, the Chinese people must have one thing ...
tio he tsha si a tsha hi hnn dai tin
_ 2 s s ± ^ - y
tiol^ hek^ ge^ tsha2 a37 a*' si7 tsha2 fci2 hun2 lai7 bin"'
t ft 1® tp *"> & ^ ^ &
must that (cl.) fry mee or be fry mee hoon inside
inside Hie fried iaee and the fried mee hoon (types of noodles), they must
u par) tjege tua tsfaed a
u7 pataek^ ge^ tua7 tshai"'
fa hlL jX {SI H
have put this (cl.) big vegetable (part.)
put the 'big vegetable'
100.
9. kui tiau tn t»j pi tui kha xa tij a 1
kui'' tiau^ t t ^ pi^ fcui ' khf khal^ ttj^ an' ni'
t a. tt ^ t ■&. ii %
whole (el.) long long compare with pig trotter more long this kind
They must put in the whole long piece, longer than pigs* trotters
10. tplt tiau tJit tiau tjharn t a tsui a
o e c c 4 ? o -/
tsit tiau tsit tiau^ tsham ta tern <3.
— - y\'% C ) £ t ^
one (cl.) one (cl.) mix in midst of cook
and mix it with the rest of the food to cook.
11. hi gl kio tsuel t ^ mia tshax la
hit^ khi2 kio^ tsue^ ttj* mlsJ tshai^ la^
% |L ^
that kind call as long life vegetable (part.)
that kind of vegetable is called 'long-life vegetable',
12. k^tsia£ liau latj e tj aia
i 2 + 4 ?8 2 5 7,5 .~7
kjy tsiaf liau laij ue t>j mia
tit "VJ
say eat finish people able long life
it is said that when eaten, it will give people long lives.
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13. tsi ke tefj e lap si tsek khuan e sip kuan
81 5557 8 258 7
tsit ke 18»j ge lai] si tsit khuan © sip kuan
— ik % fa ^ — ^ & "/f
on© family of people be one kind of custom
It is a kind of custom with the whole family.
14* a u e ka nl the xa ta bue snkia
_ _ ✓ " ✓ ~ - ^ ~ ^
7 7 5 i, 3 ^5 A ,4 ,4 ,, ,8. 2 5.-2a u' g© m tek khak tioi bue sfj kia
« fj eS iiL -1 ?f f f c ) C )
(conn.) have some pass year must buy a kind of leek
For some people, at flew Year time, they must buy a kind of leek
15* 0 kia ka tio a si[ 8 t^iu si if in tsue © i sui la
2—23 8 3 3d 77 1 753 7 d
koy kia ka tiol tehfcr so s tsiu si tsin tsue ge i sui la^
tfc f- SO # £ f MKtis.) >9 &s 1
say children until must (aux.) count (conn.) be very many of meaning (part.)
it is said that if children need to be counted, there must be veiy many of
them indeed!
16. sa ta !e £e kiaa tg bue stj kia ia tio bue he ge kan na
2 2 8 5,1 ,. 2 1 ,8 2 3 ,r 2 . 7 . 2 ,4 5 , 1so i tak ge ke kiam to tlol bue srj kia xa tiol bue hit ge kara
w ^ ^ '> fp ^ f ( ) M ^ § 1 H
therefor© every one more less all must buy leek
therefore every one must buy some leeks.
102.
TEXT G
1. le tsl pai ge sie sua Up 0 km ka ku kaQ a
n 2 ^ 3 , 1 , 2 . 2 3,3, .2 1 jilui tsit pai khui sin sua lorj tao^ khux ka kui karj a
4Z' jt. -£ %9r iU ' * I l'l it 0 l]°J 7
you this time go 'new mountain* altogether go till how many day (part).
How many days did you spend in Johore Behru during your recent visit?
2. gua tui d/i ho kau pueS ho nop tj'on khua tfide pai ^
gua2 tui^ ji^ ho^ kau^ pu©^ ho^ Idq2 tsofj2 khuiJ tsit^ le2 pai^ d*
ii '4iL ^ .0 I'J a e - £ - tg_ P'T
I from second day until eighth day altogether go one week (part.)
I stayed for a week altogether, from the second till the eighth.
3. pun ya d^i pa2 mi] kuu ka tu tfap j'i ho t^a tui nai la
pun2 tsia^ t,'J phajf^ s n3 khSSr3 ka^ tu2 tsap° si^ ho^ tsiai^ tui'1' lai"* 1/
^ <£. %_ i! $ i f.j ( ) -t 137 e ^ E7 ■ Jfe ^
originally be plan go till just ten four day then return (part.
Originally, I planned to stay till the fourteenth and only then return.
4. in wi tsap ho dux si d^i la
17 877 2 8 6
in ui tsap go ho lua si jit la"
I*) %o ~t 3L- S iff- EJ vfyi
because ten five day you born day (part.)
because the fifteenth is your birthday.
103.
a ta? in wi t?e2 ke xan b?/e£ tu a sol i
sJ to1 in* ui^ tsit^ ge^ si^ kan1 bue^ tu2 e? so' i2
( ) ( ) ® & ii. -fffl 0# I3/) ^ ^ M Pfr I-/
(conn.) because this (el,5 time cannot suit therefore
this time was not suitable, so
nwe x tsaZ nl nai Xe
X
2 2 2 , ~ 2 ,5 , /
gua kha tsa tui lai la
bt &L ¥ aK
I mere early come back (part,)
I have come back earlier (than originally planned).
ia de i ks ke sin a po ka the tho 2 ku )3o
. 7 2 , . ,U- , 1 ., 3 ,1, 1 , 1 ,, 3 ., .A 5 , 2,5
xa lui hit kar] Khvu sxn ka pho Khuu thxi tho ku bo
V, fa m -*-8 £ fio Hi £ i 1 7
and you that day go Singapore go enjoy yourself long no
and did you spend a long time in Singapore when you went that day?
kui Jin a go i kttr no pai than ti pal si ml si xui
khm" sin1 ka1 pho1 si'' khuu"^ nrf pai2 thau"' tsit^ pai2 si^ alJ si^ khvm^
£ & fa Vl £. £ If. - ;£ ^ % -t £
go Singapore be go two times first time be night time go
I went to Singapore twice, the first time I went at night.
101m
9. tjhm khm au kua tiu tan or) he tau
"
- 2 I ~ ~ ^ ^
L 3 3 1 ~1 15 4 1
tshut khvu khux kua tiu tan hit tau
# i £ L ) ih #P M<~
out go (aux.) stop over Teoh Tan Long that place
When I went out, I stopped over at Teoh Tan Long1s place
10. ho xu* tsha i tat^ai put i m ia
bc& khui^ tsha'' i^ thuei^ tsuaii''4' pa^ ge^ mr^ k€kJ
f £ 'ft if*. f 0^ £
want go find him get these carry on hack *s thing
I wanted to get frost hia those things for carrying on the back
11 • teo tan no e din di de bue
~1 1 5 7 7 2 7
tiu tsui loi) uer $in titr lui bue
-f t& fl ?
Teoh Tan Long able recognise you not able
Could Teoh Tan Long recognise you?
12. o : we wa khm mo i
7 2 3 7 1
ue gua khui i
-f'& £ ?A Its
able I go ask him
He could. I went and asked him:
105.
?ae tn tu lu tfe£ gel pa latj trn ta
— X
^
a7 tu^ tu" u7 tsit^ ge'' pat^ tui7 ta7
'fo" to % ^'J ^ -£ ^l3 jk
by chance have one (cl.) other person present
It so happened that there was one other person present,
ka kai plao tse t^e ge s ma nal a i ge sui de ho i
- ^
_ r - J > - - > ^ ^ _
ka7 kai^ siau"' sai" tsii ge^ tsuan^ ssa^ lai^ eP geP sua"' te7 it^" ho^ ge"'
te & F bt tL ii \® t ■%> &. % to %sj % - # ft
he introduce say this one whole Malaya of poetry first good
He introduced me to hlms saying: 'His poetry is the best in the whole of Malaya'
bo ko te di ye xa.Z >}ia i
-v X
bo'' kc2^ te7 ji7 ge'' khal^1" is"'
7 -r- f/§ frfc 4t £ if to?
no more second one more surpass him
there is not a second person to surpass him (in poetry}.
i t^e ke ten a k,"e g.i pho? sux ^ lok tux dai
X
• 1 * .*8 , 1 * 5 j , 3 J . ,4 7 . .8 . 2 1 ,1 5i tsxt ke teir) ke si phok sui a l=>k ta an nx ge
ft - t ^ w tp & t$ ± FI ii ^
he one family (part.) all be professor (part.) doctor this kind





The following tables contain all the syllables found in Engchun Hokkien.
The syllables include what etymologists call the * reading pronunciation'
as well as the 'colloquial pronunciation'. Their method of representation
in the tables is as follows: reading pronunciations are represented by
characters; colloquial pronunciations are represented by characters
enclosed within brackets, where they can be adequately represented by a
single character, and by brackets only where they cannot be adequately
represented by a single character. Where a syllable may be represented
by all three forms, the priority is: character, character" enclosed within
brackets, brackets. This is not to be taken as indicative of the priority
given to the status of the forms but that such a priority in the
presentation of the data is of maximum use for purposes of comparison with
other Chinese dialects. The tables include a number of 'local characters',
which are by no means standardised, sc that a non-Hokkien speaker would
find them unfamiliar. Where such characters are used, they are glossed as
well.
The transcriptions used in the tables are narrow enough to include
extrinsic allophones. Thus /ba/ is written as [ma], /la/ as [na], /ga/
as [ija], etc. The entering tones are not separated from the other tones,
but are arranged as follows: in syllables of the CVN type, the entering tones,
i.e. tone A and tone 8 are realized as the homorganic stop, 30 that /ban /
is realized as [bat], /ban^/ as [bat], /tim'/ as [tip], /tim^/ as [tip] and
so on. In syllables of the type CV., the entering tones are realized by
108.
| g
a glottal stop, so that /o / is realized as [o2j, /o / as [o£] and so on.
Similar attempts have been made to present a completed syllabary of
Amoy Hokkien. See, for example, Lo (1930) Tables II and III. We note,
however, one striking difference between his approach and ours: while he
-i-7 -f"
is concerned only with '-3-127 , the pronunciation of characters, we are
concerned with what occurs in the stream of speech, hence, the importance
of the empty brackets.
109.
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3. ph-
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ft ! % rs] r •
6. th- ; g.
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| 10. s- •ti A \ xz.■-JJL ( ) ( ) ( )
I 11. k- &
:c
I
Jj -0 £ (
. ) Y7 VL_
i
I ±2. - i
-4-7
V
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to support with both hands





sound of things being moved
to wade in water
very clumsy
to walk very slowly
latch, bolt
to recite incantations
to pack things up or check the number of things
sound of noisy children
the barking of dogs
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! 9. tsh- Tu
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a personal name (local character)
cruel and tyrannical
7
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thak4 to uovo the balls of an abacus










hair standing on end
the strokes in characters on scrolls
to put fuel on fire




to scratch or scrape away with one's
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sound made to encourage baby to open its bowels
vivacious, active
late, either as to year, or proper time
same as tit* (the glottal version is used only in suburbs of Engchun)
creep in or out
test the flavour by licking
suck a thing dry
sniffing (outwards)
stingy, ungenerous
sni fx ing (, inwards)
classifier of large cakes
sound made in assent to something
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'isi /i' tb-^9 ftl- if
7 (it )
. />.
✓ z 1/? ft -e- ./ft
j
8. ts- J2- iJ t| tr fe
1
J o voli-i 1 i=]
-ft /> ft
i;u ye. (7ft) ( # ) ( )





ft <87 () it ft'is
S 12. kh- Q?<u.^TO-
xh




O j up- (ye) fit
j 14. h- C7/L_j f$ •rM 3 . V Tift-V^7 ye


















1 2. p- 1 (ft) ! ft ( | ) X i (ft) /ftftj"" v-r
ph- ! # ! ( ) it ( ) i /Tj VTG-
A
T • b- 1 ( )
j
1 Op) ( ) 1 x ft ft




C7 (ft) ( ) Xpl-M ( ) (ft ) ( )
!
7. (fm) (i') ( ) ( ) CM) ft
f




ft (FT ) ft
1 9. tsh- ft-3 ft (ft)
1 10. s- ft ' ftpVJ ftft
,
"ft- ft Mf. \ 'ft
i 11. k- -T"
h
T it t?'! t-C
\"?7
X f,? ' Q
l
j 12. kh- ft !
-r /'-









to dip in liquid
said ox" chicken scratching the earth, in search of food
crooked, askew
to cook food over slow fire
to beat, hit
as in kati tut tut "very thick'
stupid; doltish; to wriggle
as in un thun 'obstinate, stupid, dull of comprehension'
the young of an animal, adolescent
as in thut kxa 'to have a miscarriage,
to burst away by violent efforts
scald
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£3 in ho lan 'Holland'
at . dangerously ill




to chill with cold water
as in han tsui 'Sweet potato'
Initi
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I li. U- it ! C )
! 12. k-b,-* -±f
■& & (pT ) !i
I 13. 8~ ( ) Vt_
1 14. h-
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kst thick, strong of liquids
g3ii uo hate
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13.
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I ■£ff ( ;'X ) ! am X /iff 0fr
14. h- X.l. JX m- \5<z a iX













struggle to be freed, as of fish caught in net
nar.e of a precious stone
delay
mi:: glutinous things by stirring, as paste or dough
hairless, clean shaven
to be extremely fond of, addicted to
worm eaten
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3. ph- ( )
c
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10. x— I ! -ft ft Jr<- % R
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sort of creeper with a fruit like a fig
to scatter things in a disorderly manner
to scatter things in a disorderly manner





said of matter not easily settled
sound as of noisy children or of moving heavy things
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5. t- KM y ^ 0» 4-V-'« c £ wJ<n©
6. th- It <*■-cL >1774^ #3
! 7. T__ Yt 5L ( ) 1^7 .^r/ J3G-
8. ts- (it)
-+-A-
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L&t -ffX ( ) C7 F6 VC7
15. i—o 1




sam? to approach, slowly ^ 2sap® confused, not clear, untidy, as in ha san sap
kap® not clear (of liquids)
khan® to do something unwillingly
khan® to bang against, as head against wall
gara^ hit against something when one falls down
gap4 wedged in between
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tiajn to ezert much strength







• 4 . . . . ,
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1 8. ts- \~3 VS? ( )
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ism a personal name
-,4hnl "co beat very hard
hm howling of wild animals
hml8 to say very little
j Final- 1 I j" '| j
Initial\.
! x
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5. t- ( ) (ft) 55tL ft
6. • th- i-%-
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X
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Q. tf?h-
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tin"1 reserved in manner, not frank, open or communicating
, , • 2kum a personal name
Q
kliip to lay hold of something to talk about
124.
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r ■ * v. 7 + v 7 - 2\(as in tsha tshu nau ;
cool-: by boiling in water
same J<2,3 -ifSi (the glottals top version is used only in suburban areas)
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to lead a person
diagonal
name of a tree
a little
noisy
a scar, marks or traces
2 2




tiax\. -ia1 -ia2 -ia5 - 4-lax -ia5 . 7-la -i^8
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I 9. ■f" 0V1^.vOo.1 'f- i (M) CM ( )
! 10. 3"" CT M'j) CP (Mo
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1 13. C- ( ) tffe) (Mo
14. h- t-i-c (c) (M)
15- j— li.
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to carry up on the shoulder with a pole (with one person)
5
same as kia
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. ->4tbi approaching with slow and dignified steps
1
Is" sound of loud reading
. . 1 11
---o as in ca kne 'to round up chicken by calling then'
• 3 i? 5
hoc as in khsr kho 'to do something in a slipshod manner'
|Initi
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1 ( ) ( X )
14. h- (& ) ( X ) y(&( IL ) (® ) / "X V( e ) ( )
15. ,1- i
to come in a big group




to pick up gently with the fingers
greedy, eating a lot
to repeat over and over again
epidemic
to beat a child with a small cane
stare a ^
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13. .o*«-o .£>* i ;V! 77 ■£'v'-rJL.







pai as in ma pai 'to boast'
- .7
cai no send greetings
"fcaid walk unsteadily, as when a child first learns to walk
.2 2 1
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uai to row a small boat
7
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go about as a poor vagrant or idle rowdy looking at plays and




adjective to describe crying, as in hau le2 le?
to slit open
sound of flowing water
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j
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J A n 1
hue to walk about furtively
bue5 rotten, over-ripe, smashed
phue£8 a clod of earth
thue^ mimic
thue!4 fill up a gap
lue24 unable to vomit, feeling sick
tshue24 to sob quietly
tshueX to shuffle along
kue? easy
khue24 crowded
khue 5 to lessen
khuel troublesome person
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sound made to encourage child to stand up (cf. rE f)
a kind of Chinese soar
— Q Q Q Q
sound of crackling fire, as in nii! uii -piat oiaB
to prune
slow, dilatory
to decline, make excuses
hit a perso^. in fun
as in tshi? 'tshuaE 'lightning'
a type of crab
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snail copper coins, hence, money, generally
3
as in thui ua' 'to change the order of
1 7
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ft1 ( ) Oil) fa
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an3 rotten
pau^S bargain or contract for in the lump, as work or goods
tau2^ as in tui taui^taui"4 'hard, stiff'
tau28 constantly speaking
thau7 to kill by poisoning
lauI4 as in Icu7lau£4khauL4very old'
tsau?4 as in o^tsauZ 4 tsauZ4 'very black'
tshau5 to move
sau24 as in lau?4sau.I4 'an assorted collection of things'
kau24 miz eatables, esp. putting one inside another
kau2® cook rice porridge
khaul^ as in ()±- khau24 khaul^ 'very hard' (cf. rft khiau2^~ khiaul^)
khauIS cook for a long time
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to make a lot of noise in eating
incessant talking
a bamboo instrument used as accompaniment in some songs
upstroke in writing
to make a lot of noise by talking
as in r)iJ khiaul4 khiauS4 !very hard®
to pester for attention as a little child
as in kliiauZo ko7 'empty promises'
rumour
wrinkled
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piio 5 soft food ,jpho2® same as oho (suburban pronunciation)
2° said of a burning fire
o~ said of a duck picking at its food
tso?8 rush around wildly
tsho24 scolding with obscene language
so5 crawl, creep
v0?8 pollSte> infect (suburban pronunciation)kho^ to cook for a very long tine
kho3 uncomfortable
ho^ bargain endlessly
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shake and jump about as article in moving vehicle
slow-moving
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use the mouth to whistle
turn slightly mouldy
sound of birds flying away
a lump of excrement
to pile up.
nod the head sleepily or in
assent
sulk






















to go off*without much noise,
as a bad cracker
lonely, unsympathized
suck (suburban pronunciation)
sound of water being drunk
to squat
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very cold (as in tshin iu2 iu2 )
to burst out, as something too tightly packed
to ran away, escape ^ 4 3
dull pain (as. in tiu?' '"tiu? fthia )
slip down, demoted
soften in a covered rice-boiler, as cakes
soft and muddy
soft and muddy _ . .
/ 5 -4 o4 \
very yellow (as in n siux siui ' )
very sour (as in sAkiui 4 kiu2 4)
chirping of birds, squeaking of rats
very tough and elastic
to curl up
tough and elastic g
about to die (as in hiu2 hiul ) -
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to .take sides, back somebody up
sound of crying ts£5
sound of many people crying tpha^
carry on pole over shoulder ishai®
V one person)
burden, load
to overlap, do something twice
over









cut off straight and even
dry in the sun for a little
while
jump to reach something high up
confused noise of gongs, drums
taken unawares, as when unable
to answer a question thrust upon
one
doing things in a negligent way
to snatch at food greedily
to catch eagerly at something
thrown to one
sound of drums and trumpets
leave slightly ajar
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actor, as in a play
to uproot or cut away about the roots with a hoe, as small plants
knead
lie on the bed tossing about
eruptions on the skin
to be bruised by a splinter
shut, close
to pull out quicijiLy
happy, as in hua~ hi "
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carry on the hack
to pour out in bulk
to copy, as a document
thick, flattish piece
to stumble against
fields on the sea shore where the razor clam are cultivated




as in hck '__tsh£a_» name of a province
uO coinp^G CG ^ a
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what, which, as m sia mil
holy, as in sxa^put^
light, small, insignificant, (said to be a bad omen)
go out to receive ceremoniously g
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sound made to encourage a child
to stand up, as in i£4 tshiavi'?
"CO :e a noise
plait (suburban pronunciation)
cheap
to make level or even
unwilling
to take up in the hand by putting
all the fingers into something
pretend













reach for something too
high up or too far front
writing instrument used
in olden days
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sound made to encourage child to stand up
a half or portion
to eat without teeth
very tiny, as in iu Kuxi mux?
to soh quietly
~3 3 r
accustomed to, as in kui si (.suburban pronunciation
i 2 -v \kuan 3x5 )
^ Q '
comfortable, as in khui uax.
of
khui24 proud and obstinate
j Ini
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to eat very little
an ounce, a tael (Chinese measure)
2 -3
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contracted form from an"^" ni"^ 'like this1
to move around clumsily as one encumbered by something
musical instrument
valk slowly
walk slowly like an old man
hit with the knuckles
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sound of a sedan chair as it is swung when carried
clownish, uncouth, said of a villager
sound of things being rubbed together





























































things sold cheaply as at a sale
curse
unhealthy
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cry ox a cat
sound of bell ringing
sound made by child seeking attention
spotty and freckled face
sound made in eating something crisp or crunchy
die





























mo ~ to hit with tne hand
~7 2 ~7
mD as in kara ao 8to have a cold'
~3
ho sound made in assent to something
153.
APPhKDIX II
LIST OF LOAN WORDS
MALAY LOAMS:
NOUNS:
Hokkien pronunciation Pitch value Malay pronunciation Meaning
1. a kat 1 si akal skill, tact
2. a tap 1 attap thatched roof
3* La lu J sl bahru just now
4. bog 1 lOfflbOQ a mine
5. bu la tsian j J 1 b alachan dried shrimp paste
6. ha bit Nl a habis finish
7. jia ga a a jaga watchman
8. jia goo a a Jagog maize
9. jiam bu a 1 jaauu a fruit
10. jiaai gaix a a jamban lavatory-
11. ka tsiag 1 1 kacag nut
12. kam kog s] 1 kaapog village
13. kan tag 1 1 gantag unit of weight
14. lo thi j 1 roti bread
15. log kau J 1 logkau drain
16. lui 1 duit money
17. ma ta a a mata-iiiata policeman
18. pa la fj to 1 1 1 parag field knife (+ to)
19. pa sat 1 sl pasar market
20. sa la 1 J salah wrong
21. sa log 1 VI a&rog Malay costume
154.
22. sa te 7 7 sate pieces of meat
cooked on a
skewer
23. saa pan 7 s! sampan small boat
24. sap bun xl A sabun
(via Porguguese)
soap
25. so tan 1 1 sultan Malay ruler
26. to loi) J A tolOQ to help, please
27. tor) kat i si to^kat walking-stick
28.
/V
ti bun 1 J timun cucumber
29. tu karj "1 1 tukay carpenter
30. tuan 1 tuan sir, Mr.
31. tseZ si che2 sir, Mr.
32. in tse£ 1 si inche 2 sir, Mr.
VERBS i
Iiokkien pronunciation Pitch value Malay pronunciation Meaning
33. bit tsa la J 1 A bichara go to court
34. ga lo J J gado quarrel
35. jia ga vl J jaga watch
36. ka tsiau 1 7 kachor disturb
37. kau in 1 A kauin marry
36. koi) si 7 1 koQsi join together
39. lo<) par) j 7 turapar) hitch a id. fie
40. o ta^ 7 J utar) be in debt
41. pa kat 7 si pak&t conspire
42. pa ke 1 pake use
1 Henderson (1951) treats this as Chinese in origin. It mi$it well be a
case of indirect borrowing, from Malay, via Chinese, into Thai. As far
as Chinese speakers are concerned, they consider this word as a loan from
Malay.
155.
4-3. sa iar) A 1 say&r) love, pity
44. su kaj A Nl suka like
45. ta haa y] J tahan endure
46. tiaa J diam stay at
47. to?) ku 1 >1 tUQgU wait for
46. tsiaia po 1 A chiampor to mix with
ADJECTIVES:
Holckien pronunciation Fitch value Malay pronunciation Meaning
49. a ga£ 1 si agak about
50. ba lu J si bahru just





53. ko 80Q 1 1 kosorj empty
54. aa na Nl raana where
55. ma tsiara -1 1 machait; like, for example
56. sa la 1 J salah wrong
57. sin nar) A A san&Q easy
58. sog b^ 1 J sorabo ij proud, haughty
59. tap pi J A tabi but
60. thiam this® J J dians diam quiet
ENGLISH LOANS:
Hokkien pronunciation Pitch value English
1. bar) git J si mango3teen
2. bit tsiu J si beer (+ tsiu)
3. bue si boyi






6. kan; sim 1 1 commission
7. ■ Jco, pi 1 1 coffee
8. ko li hu kiu
1 A 1 A golf (+ kiu)
9. kok A court
10. koq pan ge 1 1 A company
11. ku li 1 si coolie, labourer
12, kun tefc lek 1 si A contractor
13. khep si cave
14. khu lak pp
J J J
club
15. le sin J 1 license
16. li 0 1 1 15*0. (district officer)
17. liu lien J A durian, a Malayan fruit
16. lo bi J 1 dhobv, laundry
19. lo li J si lorry
20. 2x>k t'<5 J sj doctor
21. lut A route, used in names of roads
22. mai si mile
23. m£ si J 1 missis, nurse
24. mo sek J si mosaic
25. mo terj J 1 modern
26. O ki J 1 orchid
27. o pit J A office
28. pat sien N| 1 percent
29. pe li 1 M ferry-
30. po le tsu 1 J \J magistrate, D.O. (police + tsu)
Hokkien pronunciation Pitch value English.■iiHi.rtWlu.nW> m m,*
157.
31. po s v<4 kat 1 J N1 postcard
32. J pound
33. pa svm tshia -1 J 1 bus {+ tsia)
bas, bat si
34. sa huat 1 Nl sofa, divan, couch
35. sam an 1 J suasions
36. sit tin J 1 stamp (via Malay setes.)
37. si ku ta J 1 M scooter
38. tai ia 1 Nl tyre
39. tek ai 1 taxi
40. tun \l ton
41. tsek cheque
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